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member of the house, elected 1934 The War’s Victims
From Station J.W.L. a member of the Senate, again in
1936 a member of the Senate. Chosen
Ten From Knox County Have
in 1937 Republican floor leader of
Well Known Northend Politi Senate and chairman of important
Been Slain Since War
cal Sage Has His Say
Began
committees. Led in 1937 the peoples
fight
against
the
evil
sales
tax.
On A Candidate
On the eve of Memorial Day the
Winning by 2 to 1 in the vote which
War
and Navy Department released
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
was cast. Led in 1939 the peoples
•
For the next fifteen minutes the fight against the $9,000,000 state the li -t of persons In the service
facilities of this station have been bond issue which was decisively de who have made the supreme sacri
engaged in behalf of Lt. Roy L. Fer feated by the people at the refer fice since the war began. That
nald as candidate for Governor. In endum on Sept. 11, 1939. Led in list, /unfortunately. contains the
the press and over the radio we 1941 the peoples fight against the names of more than 200 Maine
hear everything for the boys Now proposed increase of one half cent men, officially reported by the
I hope that is not Just lip service. per gallon tax on gasoline in Maine Army and Navy in their casualty
If it is from the heart I am with which was decisively defeated by the lists. As the list may be, and prob
people at the referendum on Dec
them cne hundred percent.
ably is. incomplete we will appre
Because I have a grandson also 10, 1941 by a vote of more than two
ciate having any names that may
several nephews in the service, and to one.
On May 25. 1942 at the age of 40 have been omitted from the Knox
when they come home and ask me
what I have done to keep the home volunteered for service in the Army County roster, which fellows:
Camden: Curtis C. Brown, ftobfires burning, I can tell them I have of the United States a private and
erf
M Moore, Hendrick A Wanserved
until
given
an
honorable
dis

bought bonds, donated to the Red
sick.
charge
because
of
physical
disquali

Cross and have helped put a Buddy
North Haven: Charles (F. Baird,
of theirs in office to help them fications as First Lieutenant, April
Il
ugh
Parsons.
which I have every reason to be 24, 1943. That record is good enough
lieve, knowing Roy Fernald as I do. for me, and I think a majority of j Rockland): Frederick D. Merritt
Sumner /R. Waldron
Now I don’t believe in voting for the voters in the State of Maine.
I have been a voter for fifty years,
Vinalhaven: Edward H Smith
a candidate jpst because he is a
Union: Harold/ D. Layr.
good fellow. But as Al Smith would in that time I have voted for quite
West Washington: Heber C
say, "let's look at the records.” a number of Governors some of
Here are some of his qualifications. them just gcod fellows. Now with ( Farrar.
Elected in 1930 member of the House Roy Fernald’s qualiflcatlcns I most of Representatives, again in 1932 a certainly will vote for him, and will urge my friends to do the same.
This is station J. W. L. broadcasting
on a frequency of a few dollars and
some sense.
♦
Ithank you,
John W Lane.
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Will Open
WED., JUNE

Buv War Bonds and Stamm
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Shore Dinners

4

BASKETS

FRUIT

Chicken Dinners

Made up to order

Steak Dinners

All Kinds of Fruits
and Beverages

Special Orders
Catering To Parties and Clubs
Telephone Rockland 385-21 For Reservations
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Of Thomasto^ High School
Presents

-WANTED-

“WINGS OVER

Second Cook—Salad and Pastry Help

WASHINGTON”

4F—Or Middle Aged

I

A Play In Three Acts Of
Espionage, Murder and Comedy

MALE OR FEMALE

Pay Open
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THE SENIOR CLASS

HOTEL ROCKLAND

Excellent Guest Room and Meals
Furnished

Watt’s HaU, Thom

Good Working Conditions

aston, Friday, June 2

Apply A. B. WETTENGEL, Mgr.

Admission 50c Tax Incl.
Curtain At 8 O'clock
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Welker’s Oration

Featured Memorial Day Ex
ercises Which Lacked Usual
Participation

it continue Our wars have been
wars of freedom, our own and that
of 10,000,000 slaves Liberty and
freedorp costs! Costs eternal vili
lance. It costs much soul searching
much careful inspection of our
dally habits, periodical examina
tion of our laws and our govern
ment, of our Industries, our schools,
and cur churches. Liberty is fluid,
it leaks out of our lives by very tiny
holes.
,
“The last of our rights in a de
mocracy for which we must pay a
price is the right to property. We
must pay a price for propety, we
must earn it, or if lt is given to us,
we must protect It and care for it.
Very few things In a democracy are
the exclusive property of any Indi
vidual
Somebody else is always
getting his share of another’s prop
erty.
“On this Memorial Day let us re
member

and honor all these,

Wins Soldier’s Medal

I Heroism Displayed By Owl’s
Head Man Brings Its Just
Reward

Primaries

the

Lving and the dead, who have paid
the price of democracy. Let us live
to
preserve life, liberty and/ proper^’
Rev. Roy A. Welker, whose mas- i
and
to their defense, by defending
terful Memorial Day oration, was j
them
in every way, every day of
worthy of a much larger audience.
these warring years.”
“The Price of Democracy,” was
Music was by the Rcckland City
the subject of Memorial Day ad Band, directed by George A. Law;
dress by Rev. Roy A Welker, de Albert W. Thomas of the Sens of
livered from the piazza of Grand Union Veterans, was in charge of
Army Hall Tuesday afternoon He the ceremonies; Rev. Alfred G.
said/, in part:
Hempstead offered opening prayer
"Democracy has its price. It Is asd the benediction; (Mr. Thom
only Heaven that is given away; It’s as read General Logan’s Orders;
only God may be had for the asking. Charles Seaman recited Lincoln’s
Samuel Adams said, ‘Democracy is Gettysburg Address and Norma
founded on human rights; a right Blom recited the poem, "In Fland
to life, a right to liberty, a right to ers Fields ”
property, and a right to defend these
Ralph A. Smith, vice-commander
In the best manner we can ’
of Winslow-Holbrook Post, Ameri
"Our democracy has cost a pile can Legion, read the names of
of living and a pile of dying It Is to those who died in the past year—
honor these living and dead that Alfred (Briggs, Arthur Gardner and
we are gathered here this afternoon. Linwood Rogers, and two honorary
The enemies of democracy are again members, Frederick D. Merritt and
at large, as in the day of Samuel Sumner R. Waldron.
Adams, when he said: ’Oppression
Spanish (War (Veterans, who died
stalked at large and poured abroad J since last Memorial Day, were;
her unrelenting train; informers,— 1 Fred A Parker, George A. Miller,
spies; hateful projectors of aggriev Arthur G. Simmons, and James
ing schemes to sell the starving L. McManus.
many to the few. and drain a
The monument was decorated by
thousand ways the exhausted land, Albert W, Thomas and Arthur
—and on the venal ben;h, instead Marsh of the Sons of the Union
of justice, party held the scales Veterans; (Edwin S Mullen, Spanish
and violence the sword.”
War Veteran and Ralph A Smith of
Referring to the millions of men the American Legion, and members
under arms, great fleets of war of Edwin Libby Relief Corps, in the
planes and armadas of naval craft procession were: (Mrs. Margaret
guns, ammunition and supplies, the Rackliff, Mrs. Lizzie French, Mrs.
speaker said; “The right just to Jennie Pletroski, Mrs. Catherine
defend the rights of democracy, is Libby, IMrs. Beulah Larrabee, Mrs.
a very costly right indeed. In all Mildred Condon, Mrs. Ada Brewster,
our history we have never been the Mrs. Inez Packard, and Mrs. Mabel
aggressors. There is no such right Richardson.
In all our way of life. Today we do
not honor aggressors, we honor our LOST—an opportunity, if you don’t
country’s defenders.”
rush right out and buy your fam
“Democracy is lost without li ily the new breakfast treat, Post’s
berty," declared Mr. Welker, "it be Raisin Bran. Deliciously satisfy
gan with liberty, and only thus can ing. Ask your grocer.—Adv.

One of the most beautiful sights
to be seen In the city at this time Is
the lilac hedge at the home of Mrs.
Delia York, 111 Pleasant street.
Worth seeing

You Will Never Be

June 19th

If You Once Cultivate The
Habit Of Going To OXTON’S
For Light Refreshments,
Frosted Foods, Smoking Sup
plies Or—Advice On Fishing!

H. J. Weisman M. D.

The All-’Round Corner

Will Be In His Office Daily

OXTON’S

Practice Limited To

MAIN AT PARK,

EAR, NOSE AND THROAT

ROCKLAND

And

EXTERNAL DISEASES
OF THE EYE

THE

every facility and aid to the returning service man and

RIVER VIEW RESTAURANT

Tel. 160, Rockland

DAMARISCOTTA

76 Limerock St.
44-46

WILL OPEN SATURDAY, JUNE 3d

woman ... to enable them to pick up again the threads of

FOR STATE SENATOR

Immediately

WILLIAM T. SMITH

Men

a
We want men and packers at once. Our Factory
opened for the season this morning. Contrary to a
report given some circulation—this factory is pack
ing as usual.

In accordance with the will of the late Miss

OF THOMASTON

Lucy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No. 21

Apply At

Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the public
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Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
Tel. 1191
Trustee

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR
This advertisement paid for by John W. Lane

Admission $1.00.

Rockland Fuel Co. Wharf

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

*

on Wednesday, fcune 7, from 10 A. M. to

FEYIERS

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS

J

of home.
And think, this heart, all evil shed
away,
A pulse in the eternal mind, no less
Gives somewhere back the thoughts
by England given;
Her sights and sounds; dreams happy
as her day:
And laughter, learnt of friends; and
gentleness.
In Hearts at peace, under an Eng
lish heaven.
i
—Rupert Brooke

ANNOUNCEMENT

And Women

*

Washed by the rivers, blest by suns

WANTED

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Maine must not forget

this obligation to her returning veterans.’’

*

Fishermen have tales of big fish
caught, and of the bigger ones that
get away, but when the story is of
fishermen’s 'bait, as in the case of
Helen Carroll, 13, daughter of Mr.

THE SOLDER
should die, think only this of tne:
That there's wme corner of a foreign
field
That Is forever England There shall
be
In that rich earth a richer dust
concealed;
A dust whom England bore, shaped,
made aware,
Gave once, her flowers to love, her
ways to roam.
A body of Englands, breathing (Eng
lish air

n

TEL. 31-W TILLSON AVENUE, ROCKLAND, ME.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

opportunity as free Americans . . . the very thing they have

¥

The (morning of Memorial Day
found' the American flag flying at
full staff on all of the city’s public
buildings, although the flag on the
Court House lawn was half-masted,
as the jaw requires. Thanks to Pa
trolman Linscott, the oversight was
called to the attention of the care
takers and pid Glory was soon oc
cupying its proper place. At noon
day the flags 'were again hoisted
to full staff.

NO. LUBEC MFG. AND CANNING CO.

civilian life ... NOT with mere promises of help, but equal

4

The Black Cat

Hours By Appointment

“In the immediate postwar period Maine must extend

fought to preserve and maintain.

Number 44.

Pvt. Biron G Bray, 20, of the
Engineers’ Regiment, U. S. Army,
sen of Mr. and Mrs. James Bray of
Owl’s Head, has been awarded the
Soldiers’ Medal for heroism be
tween Karai-ai and Iboki Plantation
New Britain, Peb. 16, 1944, the War
Department announced.
Private Bray, went in February
1943
to Camp Devens. Mass., and
,
! then received training at Fort Leon
ard Wood, Missouri, and at Pitts
burg, Calif. He arrived overseas in
Australia early in Oct. 1943
He attended Rockland High School
then went lobsterlng with his father
and worked during the Winter j
of 1942-1943 at the air station at
Ash Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Bray have two
(By The Roving Reporter)
other sons in the service; Sgt May
nard Bray, somewhere in England
at last report, and Harald Bray, in
Col, Frank P Sibley whose edit and Mrs Clifford Carroll Pleasant
the merchant marine.
orial points delighted so many read ville, the story is unique. Helen
ers cf the (Boston Globe, has been was digging for worms near her
confined to his home in Somerville. ' home tiie other day, and came upon
A Farewell Party
Mass, since Christmas, and the an angle worm that actually had a
column has been conducted by a forked tail or a double tail. The
Given For Kingsley Strout, substitute, “Sib” has recovered to body cf the earthworm was split
Named Supply Pastor At the extent that he has written the about I1*. inches from the tip of
lines in mock displeasure because the tail, asd was a curosity in
East Livermore
Maine frlneds have been delinquent deed, writes our Warren correspon
dent.
Kingsley Strout, who has studied in answering his letters:
•
‘
Maine
men
are
wonderful
;
none
are
at the Bangor Theological Seminary,
better.
One year ago: A class of 73
and who has recently been ap But one sad fact 1 have to tell—
If you w ite a man In Maine a letter.
pointed supply pastor at the East You (might as well mall lt down the graduated from Rockland Hign
well."
School in the Community building
Livermore Methodist Church, was
given a farewell party at the Meth
I had a welcome caller Monday —Warren Dow, 10, a member of the
odist Church Monday night. The in the person of Marston Wood graduating class was fatally injured
event was sponsored by the Church man, a former Rockland boy who in an automobile accident on Park
School Workers’ Conference of now has charge of all the launch street.—Lewis- Herzog of New York
which Mr Strout has been a mem ings in the big shipyard a^ South and North Haven died suddenly on
ber. Leroy A. Chatto, superintend Prreland. Served his shipyaid ap a train in Washington—Paul Mo
ent of the church school, was mas prenticeship at the Bath Lon ran graduated as salutatorian at
ter of ceremonies.
Works yesra ago. Bob Webster Hebron Academy—Vernon O. Giles
The program consisted of vocal and I came upon him quite unex was elected commander of Hunt
solos by Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, Mrs. pectedly while motoring through ley-Hill Post, V F W—Jason Thurs
Ruth Hoch and Mrs. Thelma Stan
Os.«pee, N. K m the early ihirti.es, ton won the Johnson scholarship
ley; a violin solo by Frederick An
Al noontime u sign reading "Chick at Bowdoin College—Charles H
derson, Jr., and readings by Bar
en Dinners” attracted our attention Thornton became 'manager of Bur
bara Young of the Youth Fellow and to our surprise we found that pee ■ Furniture Company—Among
ship and Mrs. Ellen Hempstead of
Mr. and Mrs. Marston Woodman the deaths: Warren. Mrs. George
the Baraca Class. Mrs. Carol Jill
were the proprietors.. The follow O'Brien, 70; Owl’s Head, Frank H.
son was accompanist for the mu
ing year their wayside inn teas de Smith, 84; Thomaston, Francis A
sical numbers.
stroyed by fire. We were shown Vannah, 96; 'Rockland, Berton L.
Ralph U. Clark, assistant super
fie hospitality there and Mars Lawry of Vinalhaven, 67.
intendent of the church school, as
ton listened avidly “while we dis
sisted by Robert Chatto and
Dana C. Cummings, Arthur R
cussed folks and matters in Rock
Thomas Browne, members of Mr.
Grinnell
and Charles Grant of the
land.
Strout’s c!|ass, IbrougHt (into tl^a
vocational department at Rookland
room a decorated wheelbarrow laden
The Rockland columnist wonders High School left yesterday for New
with many gifts
If Lewiston has been “skipping all Hampshire, where they will attend
Rev. Alfred O. Hempstead remi the good things cf life all these a two-day Tri-State Conference of
nisced concerning his first pastor years,” referring to a paucity of Vocational methods at the Plymouth
dandelion green public dinners, Teachers’ College, Plymouth.
ate and Mr. Strout responded. Re which
Rockland has had. Why not
freshments were served by Mrs. lay it to scarcity of labor at picking
Inez Ames who was assisted by Mrs. and cleaning. (The truth is we
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Virginia Anderson, Miss Florence never thought of It!)—Lewiston
Journal.
If I had my life to live acain 1
Knight and Miss Donna Gardner.
Would it be stooping too low for would have made a rule to read some
poetry
and listen to some muslr at
Mr Strout left yesterdayfor his
W ACiS or WAVES to dig dandelion least once a week. The loss of these
field of service.
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
greens?
Darwin.
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK

The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
And God Was There. Author,
Chaplain Eben Cobb Brink. The
Westminster Press, Philadelphia.
[EDITORIAL]
These stories of the men of God
Unanimity with which members cf the
Wht> work and pray with American
SENATORS United States Senate have agreed that it is
soldiers in the fox holes and on the
SHOW
not too early to think about a strong postbattlefronts of lurking death, are
HORSE SENSE war Navy is reassuring in that, as one Sen
doing their fine work in faith and
ator expressed it, "our (Navy will not be re
devotion. These men hold not back
duced to the stagnation line adopted after Wcrld War I.’’
because of some narrow belief or
Others, like Senator Byrd, cf Virginia, would “maintain the
interprtation of some Bible pas
largest and^host powerful Navy in the world,” constantly
sage. They work to give courage
modernized and flanked by “the greatest air force in the
and open eyes to heaven, with help
world.’’ *
from divine sources in courage and
An Inquiry by letter from this newspaper to each of the
protection. These chaplains are
ninety-six Senators soliciting comments as to whether, in view
heroes.
of the kind of world we are to inherit after the war. it will be
Beside his men through the most
safe to reduce our naval force below' “adequate” brought forth
bitter experiences and screaming
an astonishing response. An important feature of this re
noise of battle, as shells are falling
sponse was that many Senators frcm dry-land constituencies,
nearer and nearer. They never lose
as opposed to saltwater states, expressed themselves vigorously
faith. This book brings to minds of
that future peace depends upon our ability to enforce it and
soldiers’ and families and friends a
that a powerful Navy is the first line of precaution regardless
rekindling faith. These experiences
of cost. Navy sentiment in the past came principally frcm the
known to us over here, away from
salt-water states. From the corn states of Illinois, Iowa and
the lurking dangers, will give us
Indiana were views epitomized in the statement cf Senator
more thoughtful sympathy and de
Scott W. Lucas. Democrat, of Illinois, who said: “Never again
sire to work and fight as we can for
will we scrap battleships at the expense of the taxpayers’
peace and faith in God.
money as well as our security and freedom.” Senators from
The stories of small incidents
West Virginia, Nebraska, Wyoming, Kentucky, South Dakota,
seemingly insignificant in them
Colorado, Minnesota, New' Mexico. Oklahoma, Montana and
selves, but which combined are help
Tennessee joined with their colleagues from the salt-water
constituencies in declaring that we shall never again commit
ing to shape the pattern for victory.
Kathleen S. Puller
the folly of scrapping a strong and efficient Navy.
Such an outpouring of horse sense from the Senators not
only reflects public sentiment in their various districts but
A Right To The Jaw
indicates that the dark history of the last 25 years has taught
us in unmistakable terms that the world will never again be
safe for pacifism. The desire for a strong Navy based cn the
Hardest Punch Lon Cooper
lessons of the past should certainly also lead to insistence on
Ever Took—Rockland
a strong air force and an efficient cadre ground force sup
Boxer Did It
ported by military training. —-Herald Tribune.

“Larraping” Lou Cooper of Wool
wich, heavyweight boxing champ
of Maine a few years back .will be
reporting for dtuty in the U. S. Navy
on June 27. Some 30 pounds over
weight just now, Leu figures this
condition will correct itself after a
few weeks in the service and he
hopes for an opportunity to do a bit
of boxing. Only 25 years of age,
the big boy should be able to hold
his own with the service heavy
weights.
The hardest punch he ever took
was a right hand to the jaw fired
by Butch Wooster of Rockland in
the Arcade ring, this city, says
brother Cooper. That punch, mid
way their eight-round fight, landed
Cooper on the canvas but he was
up at seven and tearing in. He
floored Wooster a total of seven
times from that point to the end of
the fight. "But I don’t remember
a thing after I was knocked down,’’
Cooper vows—Bath Daily Times.
Boy Scouts and Sea Scouts of the
Rockland district are holding a
camporee at the old Curtiss-Wright
airfield on Broadway today.

«r

Omission of the Memorial Day parade
IT MUST NOT in this city Tuesday was because of the
HAPPEN
excellent reasons advanced by the comAGAIN
mittee in charge of the services, and has,
we believe, had but one precedent since
Rockland began its observance of the sacred anniversary.
But the result was such a complete let-down in public interest
that there were probably not more than ICO in attendance
upon the exercises on the Grand Army premises. A long and
Impressive precession, with so many absentees from the city,
would have been next to impossible, and the committee ran
up against discouragements on every hand, but other cities
and much smaller towns than Rockland continued their timehonored custom, w'ith reasonably successful results. The
small attendance at Tuesday afternoon’s exercises did net
we trust, represent any lessening of reverence, but it was not
fair to the able orator of the day, and if continued, on a
probably tapering scale, would soon spell of the doom of
Memorial Day exercises In which Rockland has always been so
proud and faithful. We hope there will be a parade next
year, even if only a third of its normal length—but something
to tell the citizens that Memorial Day spirit still lives.
Whatever happens in the Primary
GET OUT AND election which is to be held June 19 we hope
VOTE AT THE it will represent the voice of a majority of
PRIMARIES the citizens of Maine. The outstanding
flaw with the primary system is that it
does not live up to the letter of the law, and like cur city
caucuses frequently does not represent the real will of the
majority. If Primary election day is stormy many voters will
shrug their shoulders and guess they will not bother to go
to the polls. If the voters live in the remote suburbs of a
county town they do not vote because there is apt to be no
conveyance such is generally found on election day. In the
last Primary election in Knox lOounty flpwer than 10 percent
of the voters went to the pells. And yet it was claimed that
the primary election was the voice of the people. The voters
have their preference in the election of June 19 and they
should toe willing to make a considerable sacrifice by expres
sing it with their ballots.

The attitude of some of the neutral and
obviously frightened countries with ref
erence to the war is getting cn the nerves
of the United Nations who see their in
evitable victory indefinitely deferred be
cause of assistance which is still being given to Germany
through the shipment of war materials. President Roose
velt, on Memorial Day. expressed his dissatisfaction because
Spain is not ccming to terms. Good for F. D. R.! And much
better for Winston (Churchill if he had taken a firmer stand
with Franco than he did in his recent address before the
House of Commons. If Spain. Turkey, et als, want to play
the policy game they ought to be able to see which way the
cat is jumping.
ARE WE
A MT TOO
INDULGENT

—

If YOU Can Buy
Your Son’s Duds

Instead Of
Uncle Sam

Give Him Exactly

What He Wants—
A Snappy, Comfy

Outfit Of Jaunty
Jacket and Contrasting
Trousers—AND!
Let Him Select It
Himself
At

S. RUBENSTEIN
-The Store with the Bed Front"
304 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
Next Goodnow’s Pharmacy

New ideas and suggestions are numerBLOOD BANK ous during these war times, and particularly
SUGGESTION in a political year, when the candidates for
IS GOOD
office are making suggestions which they
believe will appeal to the public because of
real merit. Some of the suggestions heard recently appear
to find favor with the public. One of these is that toy Horace
Hildreth, a candidate for the Republican nomination for
Governor. It is to the effect that a permanent State of Maine
blood-bank be established to serve without cost civilian needs
now and after the war. It is a long sighted and vital proposal
and will meet with favor in many quarters. —Bath Times.
Hildreth’s suggestion of a permanent blood bank is quite
free from political significance, and sure to find favor in Knox
County where many contributions have been made by volun
teers.

Ex-Gov. Brann's attempt to unseat
Harold Dutocrd of Waterville as Maine's
DUBORD
OUTPOINTS Democratic national committeeman proved
BRANN
a flat failure. The man who once held the
State’s Democratic destinies in the palm
of his hand is now only an onlooker, and what he will see
if Roosevelt Is re-elected is the passing out of the plums by
the man who outmanoeuvered him. Democratic harmony
was not improved by the incident.
i
Yesterday morning’s shower evoked
“GOLD" FALLS hearty amens wherever Maine farmlands
FROM
are located for the parohed condition of the
THE SKY
ground was spelling the doom of young
plants. Welcome as that shower was, it
fell far short of the amount of rain which was needed, and
must be supplemented by an early downpour before we have
passed the danger mark. Precipitation cn record last month
was .56 inches, equal to the rainfall measured in May 1911.
The driest May on record was in 1903. when total precipitation
was 35 inches,

ROCKLAND

The School League

WORKING FOR VICTORY

Thomaston Sure Of Cham
pionship If It Wins Today’s
Game

rJditor, PRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate E&itor, MRS. WILLIAM O. PULLER

p
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Final Games Today
Rockland at Vinalhaven.

Camden at Thomaston/
Rockport at Lincoln.
• • * •
Thomaston 7, Vinalhaven 6

A wobbly second inning and the
very effective pitching of Conway
nearly brought defeat to the
Thomaston baseballers who voyaged
| across the bay Saturday. Kangas
! went the distance and except for
Everett L. Philbrock, MMlc, U. ' of Union has completed his course the second when Vinalhaven com
6. Navy, stationed a Melville, R. I., of studies as an aviaiticn mechanic bined four hits, two bases cn balls
returned to his duties Wednesday, in this Army Air Forces Technical and an error for five runs was not
following a few days’ leave at his Training Schccl. (His graduation in serious difficulty.
The hard working Conway starred
home in 'Rcckland.
from this technical school' now fits
• • • •
him fcr airplane maintenance and for the losers, while the fielding of
Raymond E. Thompson, son of he will be sent to some air base Lynch and a sparkling unassisted
Mr. and Mrs. (Frank M Thompson, where he will assist in keeping double play in the last of the ninth
Pr., of South Main street, Reck- America’s (Flying Fortresses in the by Kelley were highlights for Thom
land, who has b*-tn Tctrur.ia- ;n am for Allied victory. In addition aston.
*
THOMAiSTON
(be signal corps, has been promot- to completion of the schedule of
ab
r h po a e
ed from corporal to sergeant. His academic andi practical studies as
4
12 3 0 0
address is. Ce M. 15th S.T.R . Fort an aviation mechanic, he has been Lynch, cf
4
3
2 0 0 0
Spaulding,
rf
Monmouth, \ a.
thoroughly drilled in military tac5
2
3 1 1 0
Neal.
3b
• * • •
tics and defense and a course of
4
1
2
11 0 0‘
Kelley,
lb
Matogorda Peninsula, Texas—An physical training .that has condi5
0
0
3 0 0
rray of combat pilots, whose feats tioned1 him to meet all requirements Beattie, ss
4
0
0
6 2 1
Pierpont,
c
in aerial battles on fighting fronts,
an'American soldier,
3 0 0 0 0 0
Sullivan, If
the world over might easily stamp I
• • • .
0
00 0 0 0
them as “All World-’ selections for J Joseph B. LeBlanc, 18. of East (
4 0 0 3 2 3
Jack, 2b
an aerial fighting team, is included Union, has been sworn into the
4
00 0 4 0
Kangas,
p
in the latest class to be graduate! Marine Corps in Portland, and re
from this AAF Trainiing Command ceived his orders to proceed to
37 7 9 27 9 4
Totals
gunnery base where seasoned pur Parris Island, S. C., for recruit
A JNALHAVEN
suit ship fliers become students training. LeBlanc is the son of Mr.
ab r h po a e
and
Mrs.
Fred
A.
Spear,
and
at

again to learn the newest scientific
4 1 2 10 0 1
Littlefield, lb
tended
Union
High
(School.
methods of combat
shooting.
Conway, p
Members of the class of veteran
Mrs. Lottie Jones of Razorville, Carver, 3b
combat and instructor pilots, 50
with a party of invited guests, went Oakes, c
percent of whom have flown against Wednesday to Camp Keyes to re Morton, rf
the enemy in Europe, the Mediter- I ceive the award of "The Silver Greenleaf, 3b
ranean theatre, South-West Pacific ! Star,-’ the third highest award Hopkins, cf
and on the China—Burma-India ' given by the U. S. Government to a Kelwick. If
front,, will serve as instructors of ' Serviceman in World War II.
Davis. 2b
less expe» ienced pilots, while some j This was a posthumous award to
Totals
38 6 9 27 13 6
will return to their original units :Sgt Heber C. Farrar, nephew of
as “missionaries” cf the gospel o: 1 Mrs. Jones, who died from wounds Thomaston
20201020 0—7
05000001 0—6
scientific fixed aerial gunnery.
! received in action at the battle of Vinalhaven
Struckout by Conway 7, by
The class included 1st ZLt.. Frank Munda, July 30. 1943, and was pre
Kangas 6. Bases on balls ‘off Con
L Bohn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred sented for gallantry in action.
erick Bohn, Jr., 12 Clarendon
Guests invited were Mrs. Ger way 3, off Kangas 5. Double play.
street, Rockland.
trude Martineau, Louise Ames, Kelley (unassisted). Hit by pitcher,
• • •
Minnie Creamer, Myra Turner. Spaulding.
• • • •
Amarillo Army Air Field, 'Amaril Geneva Chapman. Clara Overlock,
Thomaston
11,1 Rockland 6
lo, Texas—'Howard A. Leonard son Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Brown and
Thomaston virtually clinched the
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard children Bradley and Rhoda.
Knox-Lincoln flag by defeating
Rockland 11-6 Memorial Day.
Temporary Reserve
Rockland Lions
Kelley w’as master of situation all
the way with 13 strikeouts and
News Notes On Flotilla 103, Mrs. Pauline Talbot Presents holding iRockland to five scattered
One-Act Play in Admirable hits.
Rockland Unit U. S. C. G.
The visitors belted Holden out of
Style
the
bex in the fourth after scorisg
Dr. Howard Paige gave an inter
3 runs and making 4 hits. F. E.
esting talk on the construction of
The Lions Wednesday were enter- Allen took over and pitched a good
rope, the tieing of knots and marine
i tained by Mrs. Pauline Graham relief job but had poor support.
chart reading at the Thursday night1
Talbot, who read a one act play,
Rockland's best inning was the
meeting.
“The Mole on Lincoln’s Cheek.’’ by lucky seventh when they scored four
• • • •
Albert Elliott B. M. 1st cl. of Marc Connelly. This is one of runs cn two hits and 1 error.
The game was witnessed by a good
Thcmaston. Harold Whitehill, B. M. several plays, written by leading
authors
and
broadcast
in
1941.
and
sized
holiday crowd, the local mem
2nd cl. of Rocklaqd and Dr. Howard
illustrates
in
dramatic
form
the
bers of which were much disap
Paige of Thomaston left Saturday
for a week of intensive instruction rights of people as regards freedom pointed at Rockland’s failure to tie
at the Coast Guard Barracks, in teaching. Mrs. Talbot, intro the League standing. But nobody
duced by Axel B. Brunberg, program begrudged the Thomaston followers
Gloucester, Mass.
• • • •
chairman, gave two brief encore the happiness afforded by a well
Temporary Reservists <tcok over numbers in a much lighter vein.
earned victory.
one of the Coast Guard Patrol boats
Sam Savitt. vice president, pre
The score:
Sunday for a 4-hour practice patrol sided and Howard Crockett led
THOMAiSTON
with Mayor Edward R. Veazie as spirited group singing, with Dr.
ab r h po
guest. The patrcl left the Base at Blake B Annis at the piano. It Lynch, 2b
Rockland proceeded across the bay was announced that Howard Croc Spaulding, cf
to Vinalhaven and returned home kett, Frank F. Harding, Dr Blake Neal, 3b
by the w'ay of Monroe s Island. j B Annis and Gerald Grant, consti Kelley, p
Practice was also held in assembling tuted a committee to assist witih the Beattie, s
and setting up machine gun for Boy Scouts financial campaign Pierpont, c
action, Vice Commander Malcolm which starts Monday morning. Sullivan, If
Seavey CJB.M., of Thomaston in William D. Talbot was a guest.
Thorndike rf
charge. Tire crew were Howard E.
Miller, Ito.
Crozier, motor mechanic, Nelson
Navy and Marine wounded since
Gray, fireman, and Percy Young,
Totals
41 11 11 27 8
Pearl Harbor have recovered
Leander Guptill, and Earle Haskell,
seamen.
• • • •
Robert G. Horne, Rockland has
received a rating as Motor Mechanic
YOUR DOG
2nd cl.
, • • • *
WILL WIG-WAG
From time to time this column
will endeavor to answ'er seme of the
more common questions relating to
the duties and obligations of a
member of the Temporary Reserve.
Question: Can a Temporary Re
servist select his own hcurs of duty?
Answer: Yes within reason. In
as much as a Reservist serves as
volmteer and without pay, hcurs of
duty are arranged that do not con
flict with his regular occupation. 1
However a Reservist is expected to
arrange his social and personal af
fairs to conform to his official
assignments.
Question: Dees a Reservist have
to buy his own uniform?
In plain sign language he’ll tell you that he likes Wirthmore
Answer: No. Uniform, shoes and
Deg Food. The way he'll go for it, thrive on it, and wig-wag
other official clothing are furnished
his thanks, is proof that he likes Wirtbmort Dog Food; and his
excellent condition and fine coat will tell you that it is correctly
without charge.

tt

ab
3
4
4
3

F. E. Allen, p
Flint, c
Holden, p, lb
F. S. Allen, lb, s
McLellan, If
Googins. 3b
McRae, of
Kelsey, rf
Webber. 2b
Lindsey, lb
Gerrish, ph

r h po
0 0 3
12 7
114
112

lan.
• • •
a
Rockland High deieated Vlnal4
(
haven
High yesterday 11 to 6. The
2
Rockland
team is returning from «•
0
j
the
island
this afternoon.
1

Msr. Lillian Winslow of Thomas
ton has received a cablegram from
1 her son, P.'c. Robert Winslow, re
porting that he is somewhere in
England. She will be glad to
furnish his address to those desirous
cf writing to him.
• • • •
P.'c. Earle Lymburner, son of Mr.
and Mis. Horatio J. Lymburner of 35
James street, has been transferred
• from Illinois to Florida. His new
address is: Sect. N.. B. M. C, No 1,
Bcca Raton Field. Boca Raton. Fla.
• • • •
Arthur R. Wooster, A. S., U S.
Navy, has returned to Sampson. N.
Y., after spending a 5-day leave with
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Wooster of 9 Sweetand street.
Rockland.

Totals
31 6 5 27 10
Thomaston
03030400 1—11
Rockland
10000040 1—6
Errors. Flint, F. S. Allen, Googins,
McRae, Webber, Neal 2 Two-base
hits, Kelley, Beattie,'Miller. Threebase hit, Neal. Stolen bases. Kelley.
Beattie, Pierpont. Flint, Holden, F.
S. Allen 2, Goggins 2. Bases on
balls, off Kelley 4 Struck out, by
Kelley 13. Holden 4, Allen 3. Wild
pitches, Kelley 2, Allen. Losing
pitcher, Holden. Umpire. Connel-

YOU WONDER VVHxr

TO

You’ll find hundreds
of
meal
suggestions
at your A&P Super
Market. Because six
complete food depart
ments offer all your
needs . . . you get
ideas galore!

Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF Tl

5—Servicemen
Comm n.it v 1.

June
Dance.
June
Haven
June
public

a Alumni b
Orange hall.
12-14—Grand .
Convention, Al

June
IS Camden
Alumni
banquet
<
Grange hall.

June 14»—Oomtnenc
of Thomaston High £
Grange hall
June 14—Salvation .1

June 19 - State Prln

June 21—(Rockland h
uatlon.
June 22 23—Nation a
June

23-25-Departi

of the American Lej
chard Beach.
June 25 —Samoset 1

The finals of
Prize Speaking C<
place in the auditoi
8 p. m., with S!
president of the clr
s’ding. The High It
provide music for
Charlotte Cowan,
contest will be Floi
head usher. Avis Wj
ant head usher, an
ner, Carolyn Candt
ler, Beverly Oleii
Gray, Celia Kirk
Margaret Valenta
kins as assitants.

Ruth Mayhew II
day. Supper will
bers who expect t
vention are request)

LARGE FOWL
CHICKENS

The Lafayette P
commenced opera t
and is employing
persons, J. S K]
of the company, is
local plant. Fish
the factory in tl
Capt. Lord and
Capt Mathews.

LB1

FANCY FRESH

LB I

FANCY FRESH NATIVE

HAMBURG STEAK FRESHLY GROUND LB
LEAN, PORK

FRESH PICNICS
ROAST
FRANKFORTS
FANCY SKINLESS

LB

SLICED BACON

LB

LB

FANCY GRADE A

BOLOGNA .r MINCED HAM
FRESH HADDOCK
FRESH
MACKEREL

LOBSTERS

More Talk of thcl

LB

14c
LB10c
I.B

DEEP SEA

CAUGHT

LIVE CHICKEN or LARCE

HOME FOR \<
The nnnual meetl
tion will be held
at the home of Mrs
bot avenue, for the
and tor the trensai
ness that may come
ing.
(Per Order. Hattie
June (2, 1944.

39®

LB

WALDO

ORANGES
FLORIDA

SUN.-MON.
Paramount I’icl
BOB HOPE & B
If
A

JUMBO SIZE
126's-DOZEN

Fie

“LET’S F

CALIFORNIA

LETTUCE

2

ICEBERG

SPINACH

3

FRESH NATIVE

GREEN PEAS

FRESH-LARGE

2

FULL PODS

WATERMELONS

TOMATOES

Coi

Musical

Porter & Herb

HDS

23®

LBS

25®

LBS

29®

HALVES

FRESH

69®
19®

PKG

With Zazu Pitts,
Marjorie

TUES. & WE
Paramount Pie
WILLIAM BE
RAINER, PAUL
IIOLMOLK A
DE Cd1
II
A Fast-Moving,
drama of the Cz«|

EGGS

SUNNYBROOK

LCE.
LCE.

FRESH GRADE "A"

DOZ

BUTTER

4J4CMED.
4

*t |

“HOST

DOZ

FRESH CREAMERY
HICH SCORE-12 PTS.
Vz

OUR OWN TEA

PKG

A Columbl
Prese

A4
UI

Ann Harding.
Jink Falkenburl
Jeff Donnell

SULTANA

PEANUT BUTTER

EVAP. MILK

LB

THURSDAY O'

1 LB JAR

21c

WHITEHOUSE
1 POINT PER CAN

FAMILY FLOUR

“NINE

SUNNYFIELD

25 LB
NEWLY ENRICHED BAG

1

FRI. & SAT

Once Again, By
WALT II

floppy <BabipJ>oodb.
Strained
Chopped

BABY
FOODS
BABY
FOODS

?p4o?nt8c

24p«°z11c

Cereal
Oatmeal

2
INSTANT

p8k2zs

29c

8 OZ
PKGS

27c

“snow wh;
SEVEN
Also On

Ivory Soap

dexo

pure: vegetable

SHORTENING

1 L'J

22’

3 LBS

63

3ckGKEEs29c

Ivory Snow
Oxydol
Camay Soap

DDCM

I IlLIYI

LGE
PKG
LGE.
PKG

23c
23c
3cakes 20c

LUNCHEON 12 OZ
MEAT
CAN

“TWO
MAI
Tom Neal, J. (
Ann

QQI

UU

YOl’R HEATI!
NO BETTK
ENGC

IF TOV*

c

THEPEERI
485 MAI
TELEP1

ROCKL A

PLUMBING.
INSU

formulated to give your dog that basic nourishment he needs
in his daily diet.

WE WILL BUY

RTHMORE

GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS

DOG FOOD
5Ftl

For Sale By

ROCKLAND
■tOCKlAND

I’xU’XiU

GRAIN

CO.

Buy Eight O'Clock, mild and
mellow or Red Circle, rich
and full-bodied or Bokor.
vigorous and winey ... at
your friendly A&P Store.

8 O’CLOCK 2 lbs 41c
RED CIRCLE 2lbs47c
BOKAR COFFEE 2 LBS 51c
You get finer, freshe flavor!'

THE 6REAT ATtAHTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.
Prices subject to market changes. We reserve the right lo iuuil quantities.

BU
Funer;
TELS.
110-112 LI

rock:

Ambula

luesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday
Former Representative Lloyd N.
Crockett of North Haven will speak
at the Rotary Club today, his sub
ject being “State Government.” A
ladies’ night meeting will be held
June 30, the place to be announced.
Louis J. Alber, world traveler, busi
nessman and lecture impressario,
June 5—Servicemen's Club Benefit
will speak on the subject: “The
Dance. Community Building.
June & Alumni banquet at North Irresistable Winston Churchill.”
Haven Orange hall.
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39'

LB
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oz mrc
PKG

1

let without bath
Park St.

FRI. & SAT., JUNE 9-10
WALT DISNEY’S

8pk?.zs

27c

“SNOW WHITE AND THE
SEVEN DWARFS”
Also On The Program

3 ^29*
23c
LGE.
PKG 23c
3cakes 20C
CAN

33'

ound to order

h hit

Present War Again Finds It So Said Secretary Davis At Get In Touch With Nearest
Last Night’s Meeting Of
tn High Favor Among The
Office Of The Social
Oil Men
Boys Overseas
Security Board
Inaccurate advice from well-meanI
’
' ing but
inadequately informed
, friends ma>' be costing some re, tired persons money in the form of
old-age and survivors insurance
| benefits. George M. Field, assist
ant manager in charge of the Au
gusta field office of the Social Se
curity Board, said today. The same
kind of advice also may be keeping
benefit checks from widows, children
and parents of persons who die, Mr.
Field said.
To counteract this, Mr. Field ad
vised that every wage earner who
is 65 ct over and has been working
in insured employment—generally
business and industry—should get
in touch with the nearest office of
the Social Security Board immedi
ately for information, as soon as he
quits his job. If he is qualified for
benefits, the Board will assist him
to file a claim. If he needs add
itional work in covered employment
to qualify he will be told just how
much more, Mr. Field said*
Similarly when a wage earner dies
if social security taxes have been
taken from his pay, the widow or
ether close relative should contact
the Board’s Office immediately. Mr.
Field said. Full assistance in com
pleting claims will toe furnished by
the field office. Contacts may be
made by visit, by letter or by tel
ephone, A representative of the
Augusta field office is at the Rock
land Post Office, Deputy Collector’s
office, the last Monday of each
month at 12:30 P M.
Several retired persons who have
delayed in filing claims have in
formed the Board that friends had

told them they were not eligible,
Mr. Field said. “The best thing to
do,” he added, “is to come to our
office and ask about such matters.
We have the exact information.”
While prevision is made for some
back payments on delayed claims,
Mr. Field said, delay may reduce
the amount of benefits, or wipe them
out entirely in some cases. /
“Many wage earners of retirement
age tell us they did not realize that
thty may continue to earn credits
toward benefits after reaching age
65, ct that they may work in cov
ered employment, even after bene
fits starts, without sacrificing their
retirement insurance rights,” Mr.
Field said.
I
“The facts are that a wage earn
er may qualify for retirement bene
fits at any age above 65. and that
he merely gives up his benefits for
those months in which he makes
as much as $15 in covered employ
ment. He might work one month
and give up his benefit, and not
work the next month and receive
his benefit.”

SF0T

“TWO MAN SUB
MARINE”
Tom Neal, J. Carroll Naish and
Ann Savage

FOSS HOUSE. 77
44tf

Board of Registration
The Board of Registration of the City
of Rockland. Maine, will be In session
nt their room In the City Building.
Community
Building
Thursday. Friday, Saturday, Monday.
BEANO
Tuesday, and Wednesday, June 8 to
14, from nine In the forenoon to
EVERY SATURDAY NIOHT
one o’clock In the afternoon, and from
Music
By
8.15 o’clock
three to flve o'clock In the afternoon
and from seven to nine o’clock In the
evening, war time, to receive evidence
MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
touching the qualifications of voters
Auspices MOTOR CORPS GIRLS
In said city, and to verify the correct
lOlFtf
ness of the lists of voters. Thursday.
Friday and Saturday. June 15, 16 and
Public and Service Men Invited
17. no names will be added for the
♦
Election of June 19. No applications for
Absent
Voting Ballots or Physical In
*
Auspices Service Men's Club
capacity Ballots will be approved after
*»•
Automatic Sealing
flve o'clock In the afternoon of Satur
day June 17, 1944. when this session
* Dancing 8:30 to 12:00
Adm. 50c Tax Incl.
closes.
f
Per order of the Board of Regis
BURIAL VAULTS
tration.
By FRANK W. FULLER.
>4>4>4*4*4>4’4*4»4*4>4>4*4*4*4‘4»4*4>4’4*4‘4*4>4»4>4»4*4-4>4>4>4*4*4>4»4»4»4’4>4>4>4*4»4*4»4>t,4*»:
Chairman.
«
.g.a
44-46

THE PEERLESS ENG. CO.
485 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 744
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Eternal Protection’’

At the Nazarene Church, Maverick
Square, services Sunday will be as
follows: Church School at 2:00 P. M.
with classes for all. Afternoon
worship service at 3 o'clock with ]
Rev. Iva Berry preaching; Young'
People’s meeting begins at 6:30 and
is followed by the evening evange
listic service at 7:30, this meeting to
be conducted by Rev. Curtis Stanley,
the pastor.

Manufactured by Robert C. Burns
and available through all local
undertakers.

Robert C. Borns

PLUMBING. HEATING AND
INSULATING

485 OLD COUNTY ROAD
TEL. S21-R, ROCKLAND,.ME.

44-tf

|ck. mild and
Circle, rich
or Bokor,
liney ... at
K A P Store.

2lbs41c
2lbs47c
2L8s51c
esher flav'or!

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT 8T.
ROCKLAND, ME.

CHAMBERMAIDS

“Ye Anchor Inn,” at Owl’s Head,
which gained widespread popular
ity last season, opens June 14.

NO. 79—A. F. & A. M.

BEANO
Friday and Saturday Nights

TUESDAY, JUNE 6

luu.i uuaatitle*.

Gangway . . . here
the

come

clothes

sports

gifts

For Father’s Day

Sunday, June 18

BIG PRIZES GN EVENING PLAY
Free Game

LAMB LEGS
LAMB FORES

44-45

-J—

Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports

Shirts
Slacks
Sweaters
Jackets

And if you are going to
pay more than $1 for a
man’s gift it would be well
to browse around a few
minutes in our sports
clothes department before
you waste your time on
something he won’t get
any fun out of.

John Middleton Blended
Tobacco Kits $1.00
Be sure you get yoars
today

Top-To-Toe Outfitters
416 Main St.,

Tel. 294

SHOULDERS

Shoulder Chops

FRESH—GROUND

Swift’s Skinless

27'

lb.

FRANKFORTS

BACON

BEEF
lb.

GRAPE JAM

lb.

91
C
JI

H>.

YOUR
CHOICE

2 lb. Jar Q?0

CPfC
LUVJO

OCa

SANDWICH SUGGESTIONS
—NO POINTS—
PRESSED HAM-MINCED HAM
Baked Loaf-Macaroni and
Cheese Loaf
Pickled Pimento Ixiaf

3Jc

LOBSTERS

QOp
IbV^C

ARMOUR’S

RIB ROAST

lb. 39c

hXSU

1
QZ.

FRESH NATIVE
LARGE SIZE

AA.

Milk

evap. 3 tins 27c

Prem

12 oz. tin

PURE

Lard lb. 18c

Duz
BETTY CROCKER

27c

Swan

Soap
5 Med
Bars

33c

Large Pkg. 23c

MACARONI

2 pkgs21c

La Rosa

Jar ' 22c

COCOAMARSH

CHICKEN FRICASSEE
J
CHOCOLATE DESSERT
RASPBERRY SYRUP
Pure Fruit
Bot.
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
2 Tins

TOMATO SOUP Campbells

Tin 9c

No. 2 Tin

TOMATOES

10c

Whip Light Cream With Ease

Leave Vinalhaven 7 A.M.,. .Arrive Rock. 8.20 A.M.
•Rockland 9.30 A. M.. .. .. .. .. . Vinalhaven 10.50 A. M.
Vinalhaven 1 P. M.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Rockland 2.20 P. M.
Rockland 3.30 P. M.. .. .. .. .. . Vinalhaven 4.50 P. M.

EXCEPT

LAMB KIDNEY CHOPS
LAMB RIB CHOPS

HAMBURG

SUMMER SCHEDULE

STARTING JUNE 1 UNTIL OCTOBER 1

lb- 39*

29'

Soup Mix

VINALHAVEN II

38c
">• 25c

Boned and
Rolled If Desired

LAMB

No Points Needed

GREGORY’S

lb.

SMOKED—LEAN

With half the ladies of
the nation selecting sports
clothes items for their
men, we have turned over
half our gift stock to

Coffee

WHIPADE

Maxwell House,

lb. 32c

jar 25c

The Newest Cracker Sensation

Pretzel Nuts

pkg. 9c

Get Your Goodluck Jar Rubbers Now

SUNDAYS

Starting Sunday, June 18 Will Run Sundays

MISS FOLEY AT THE SAMOSET

Vinalhaven Port District
41-46

MASTER MASON DEGREE
All Master Masons Cordially
Invited

Serve Lamb This Week-end—Sec Our Displays

APPLY

IEA CO..

SUPPER
at 6.30 P. M.

SPEAR HALL at 8 P. M.
New Specials Chickens and
Pork Dinners

3 pkgs.

DAILY

Chambermaids Wanted At The Samoset

ROCKLAND LODGE

/

™ yo'unFwo'men
With 2 years high school or equivalent to prepare
for essential work with bright future.
18-month
accelerated nursing course. Salary, maintenance,
tuition, uniforms, and books furnished. No ex
pense. Write today.
Director of Nursing Education
149 Hillside Avenue
Arlington, Mass.
43-46

Clyde Grotton of iRockland, found
guilty by Judge Dwinal in Municipal
Court yesterday of stealing a coat
and zipper jacket from Haskell Ai
Corthell at Camden, May 27, was
sentenced to the Men's Reforma
tory. Grotton appealed and ball
was set at $500 for appearance at the
November term of Superior Court.
Maynard Demmons of Rockland, al
leged to have been with Grotton. is
still at large after escaping from
the Camden lockup.

Gets The Call.

Coast Guard Orchestra

“Concrete and Steel,
YOUR HEATING SYSTEM IS
NO BETTER THAN IT IS
ENGINEERED

Monday, June 5

The vocational department st
Rockland High School has an inter
esting exhibit in one of the windows
of the Central Maine Power Com
pany, Main street. Dana C. Cum
mings, head of the department, says
that a class in machine shop
practice has dropped from 30 to 21
consisting of four Seniors and 17
Juniors. Among the many items on
display are a jack-screw, for which
the class made the wood patterns
and finished the castings, which
were cast away from the city. The
item on an upper shelf of the dis
play rack, which looks like a lathe,
is in reality a dividing head for a
milling machine. Another item is a
boring bar holder, designed and
made by students, and which is used
all over the state. There are pipe
wrenches, die stock, hammers and
telescope jacks, as well as numerous
small items.

44*lt

TONIGHT

Once Again, By Popular Request

12 OZ

“Time To Lock Door” Given Wrong Advice

The Knox County Petroleum In
Our fighting men. sons of the
last Great War’s veterans are al dustries Committee holding its
ready singing the praises of The annual meeting last night at Hotel
June 12-14—Orand Army of the Re
Salvation Army’s war service. The Rocklandi voted unanimously to
public Convention, Augusta.
Rockland Farm Bureau meets
June 1J Camdert
High School
blue poke bonnets of the Army las work with other organizations to
Alumni
banquet at
Megunticook Tuesday with Mrs. Bernley F. Curry,
Grange hall.
sie have been replaced by jaunty secure ratification by the voters of
June 14f—Commencement! exercises 657 Old County road. Miss Joyce
overseas caps, but the lassie hasn’t Maine at the election. Sept. 11 this
of Thomaston High SSchool.
Johnson, home demonstration agent
Grange hall.
changed a bit. She lightens the years of the constitutional amend
June 14—Salvation Army Drive starts. will be in charge and the subject
June 19—State Primary Election.
cares
and shares the war-time ment approved by the legislature in
June 21—Rockland High School Grad will be, “Food Preservation.” Mem
burdens
cf her soldier comrades. 1943, designed to protect the road
uation.
bers will take dishes and sugar for
June 22 23—National Hospital Days.
The
Salvation
Army is practical funds of Maine against diversion.
June 23-25-Department Convention dinner to be served at noon.
Commissioner Pugmire points out.
of the American Legion at Old Or
Roland Ware of Rockland was
chard Beach.
From vast experience it knows that elected chairman of the local com
Owl’s Head surgical dressings
June 25 —Samoset Hotel Opens.
human comfort is the primary req mittee of oil men. Myles Weston
class will meet Thursday at 2 o'clock
The finals of the Sophomore at the Library.
uisite of men under stress.
of Thomaston was named vice
Prize Speaking Contest will take
With the coming of the present chairman and David Hodgkins of
place in the auditorium, Monday, at
all-embracing war, these Salvation Rockland was elected secretary.
Miss Marion Harvey, daughter of
Exercises, conducted by William Army canteens have taken on a new
8 p. m., with Sherwin Sleeper, Emma Harvey, received a B. S.
Frank W. Davis, Secretary of the
president ctf the class of 1946, pre- degree at the commencement exer W. Graves, past commander ctf meaning. The English built larger
Maine
Petroleum Industries Com
s’ding. The High ISchool Band will cises at Gorham Normal School. She Ralph R. Ulmer Camp and Mrs. Ida and more complete models. The
mittee,
asserted that 14 States have
provide music for the occasion.— also wrote the music for the class Leonard, chaplain of the auxiliary most recent canteen model is built
amended
their State constitutions
Charlotte Cowan. Ushers .at the ede and directed it at graduation. of United Spanish War Veterans, cn a six ton vehicle chassis equipped
in recent years in the same way
contest will be Florence Woodward, At Last Chapel she played a trumpet were held at Ralph R. Ulmer Park, to serve 4,600 men without return
that it is now proposed to amend
head usher, Avis Williamson, assist solo “The Perfect Day” by Bond. at Rankin Block, Memorial Day at ing to base. In addition to the in
the
constitution of Maine.
ant head usher, and Dorothy Ben While a student at Gorham she was 10 o’clock. Mr. Graves acted in the dispensable supply of food and hot
“The proposal to safeguard the
ner, Carolyn Candage, Nadine Ful a member of the orchestra, glee absence of Philip Howard, com drinks, the latest type o* canteen
highways
funds of the State is
ler, Beverly Glendenning, Betty club, Outing club, Library Club and mander of the camp, who was in carries a phonograph with records,
sound,
both
as a wartime and post
Gray, Celia Kirk. Eleanor Libby W A.A. Board. This year she was New York. Several members of the radio installation, a film projector,
war
policy,
”
he said. “The time to
Margaret Valenta and Mary Wat softball counselor and won her let camp and auxiliary were present.
and all the other odds and ends that
lock
the
door
against diversion is
kins as assitants.
make for comfort, such as writing
ter. She attended Castine Normal
Miss Edna B. Sherman of 39 paper, razor blades, etc. The heeds before diversion begins. The pro
Schcol before transferring to Gor
Grove
street, Rockland is a proud of the many service women on the posed amennment is in line with the
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Mon ham. She plans to attend the
subscriber,
fcr one year, to “The war fronts are also met. A nurse constitution ocncept that a self
day. Supper will be omitted. Mem Summer session at Gorham which
Stars and Stripes, Africa” published in some far away station, for in sustaining highway system should
bers who expect to attend the con begins June 26th.
for the members of the U. S mili stance is lured by a sizeable mirror be developed by levying special
vention are requested to be present.
tary forces tn the Mediterranean. in a mobile canteen and finds first taxes for that purpose to be used for
BORN
The subscription which started aid to beauty Tight at hand, be it a no other purpose. “In 1536 the peo
The Lafayette Packing Company
Wadsworth—At Knox Hospital. June
with
the April 29th issue of 16 lipstick, a nail file, or a powder ple of this State voted overwhelm
1 to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wadsworth
commenced operations Wednesday of
Appleton, a son.
pages,
is the gift of her brother, base. Tt is little wonder, therefore, ingly to protect their road fonds
Wyllie—At Knox Hospital, May 29, to
and is employing at present 100
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Wyllie of Warren, Calvin A. Sherman, Jr., Radioman that service women look eagerly and it is believed that they will do
persons. J. S. Knafou, president a daughter.
i
so again this September.”
—At Knox Hospital, June 1. to 2c, U. S. Navy.
for the canteen’s coming.
of the company, is in charge of the MrFoley
and Mrs. Ypres K. Foley, a daugh
In addition to the officers men
A third evolution of this Salva
local plant. Fish are brought to ter.
A gigantic “Kiddie Bond Show” tion Army Mobile Unit is the can tioned, the following committee
Anderson—At Boston. May 30 to Mr
the factory in the “Campobello,” and' Mrs. David A Anderson (Dorothy
were ap^'inted for 1944-45.
formerly of Rockland), a son will be held at Park Theatre Sat teen ambulance
equipped w’th
Capt. Lord and the “Oquirrh,’’ Smith,
Anthony—At Manchester, N. H.. at urday morning, June 17th in con
Chairman, Roland 'Ware, Rock
standard accessories and a folding
Capt Mathews.
Elliott Hospital. May 25. to Mr. and
Mrs. Michael C. Anthony (Athene nection with the fifth War Loan rack for stretchers. Never has lim land, Sonoco, vice chairman; Myles
Thompson of Vinalhaven) a daughter Drive,, June 12-July 8. A special
Weston, Thomaston, Shell; mem
More Talk ot the Town on Page 6.
Rosemary Evelyn.
ited space been better utilized1 as in
attraction will toe shown and these life-saving canteen ambul bers, Robert Allen, Rockland, Socony; Ellery Nelson, Rockland, Tex
MARRIED
one that will appeal greatly to ances for wounded men.
HOME FOR AGED WOMEN
The annual meeting of this corpora
aco; C. F. Smith, Rockport, Texa
youngsters
for
this
occasion.
The
tion will be held Wednesday June 7,
The Army ckec so many other
nt the home of Mrs. F. W Fuller. Tal
DIED
feature picture will be “Lassie things that they are hard to enum co; Stanley Boynton, Rockland,
bot avenue, for the election of officers
Littlehale—At Southbrldge. Mass. Come Home” starring Roddy Mc
Jenney;; David Hodgkins, Rock
and for the transaction of any busi
ness that may come before thia- meet Mav 28. Mary Luce, widow of Leslie N Dowell and the beautiful dog Las erate. Out in Hawaii for instance, land, Texaco; W. D. Heald, Camden,
Ltttlehale
of
Rockland,
age
74
years,
ing.
an Army lassie produced her accord
8 months. 2 days.
1
'Per Order. Hattie .A. Keating. Sec.
Gulf.
i
sie.
The show is absolutely
ion one night—one of those famous
June 2. 1944.
free to children purchasing War
Legislative Committee — Robert
IN MEMORIAM
moonlit nights—and "‘mad® inusic”
In memory of our loving son and Bonds at Park Theatre, and tickets for lonesome fellows from home Allen, Rockland, Socony; vice chair
brother, Warren Harding Dow.
man, A. C. McLoon, Rockland, Tex
are now available for this super
Out of that accordion solo has grown
3, 1943.
aco; secretary, Chick McMahon,
THEATRE You hade no June
“
Kiddie
Bond
Show.
”
So
kiddies,
one a last farewell,
a group already noted for its “singYou said goodbye to none.
one and all, buy your War Bond at
Rockland, Socony; John Miller,
spiration” evenings.
A dear heart that ceased to beat
Park Theatre, receive your ticket
Waldoboro, Socony; Richard E.
And suddenly you were gone.
SUN.-MON., JUNE 4-5
The blow was great, the shock severe, and be one of the hundreds of pa
Lawry, Rockland, Esso.
We little thought the end was near.
Paramount Pictures Presents:
A new bell weighing 800 pounds,
And only those who have lost can tell triotic Rockland children during the
Public Relations Committee—El
BOB HOPE & BETTY BUTTON The pain of parting without farewell fifth War Loan Drive.
the
gift
of
Nathan
Farwell,
and
lery
Nelson, Rockland, Texaco; vice
Days of sadtess still come o'er us.
In
which came from The Stanton, a chairman, Rhama Philbrick, Rock
Tears of silence often flow:
A Musical Comedy By Cole Memories keep him ever near us
Though it is one year ago.
Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome plantation near New Orleans, La- land, Superior Gas & Oil Co.; Carl
Porter & Herbert & Dorothy
We miss him here so very much,
trist for a pair of good glasses, 492 will be dedicated as a feature of the Borgerson, Rockland. Texaco.
His presence always nigh.
Fields
But we all home In Heaven to meet Old Cpunty Road, Rockland Me. jubilee program of St. Peter’s Epis
Local Affairs Committee—Chair
Where no one says goodibye.
copal Church at 4 o’clock Sunday man, C. F. Smith, Rockport, Tex
Hours
2
to
5
and
6
to
8
p.
m.
Mon

“LET’S FACE IT”
Father and Mother, Sisters Norma
and Ceclle.
i
• day, Wednesday and Saturday. afternoon. Rev. R. F. Sweetser, aco; vice chairman, Russ Staples,
With Zazu Pitts, Eva Arden and
Phone 590 City.
38-tf rector of St. Michael’s Church, Au Rockport, Socony; secretary, Merle
Marjorie Weaver
CARD OF THANKS
burn, will be speaker at the parish
Messer, Union, Tidewater.
I wish to express my thanks to Dr.
supper.
Fogg and Dr Brown. Also the nurses
TUES. & WED., JUNE 6-7
for their kindness while a patient at
BEANO
Knox Hospital, and to the many
Helen Waltz is employed at Kath
Paramount Pictures Presents:
thoughtful neighbors and friends for
Drs James F Burgess and Brad arine’s Beauty Shop.
WILLIAM BENDIX. LUISE cards, letters, gifts and flowers. Also
ford F. Burgess, optometrists, will
American Legion Rooms
Fond-du Lac Chapter O.ES
RAINER, PAUL LUKAS, OSCAR
Marlon A. Mitchell
be
absent from their office until
Thomaston
Washington, May. 31.
HOLMOLKA and ARTURO
June 9. The office will remain open
EVERY MONDAY NIGIIT
DE COROVA
for the making of appointments.
CARD OF THANKS
7.45 o’clock
I wish to thank my friends and
In
43-44
for their kindness to me
A Fast-Moving, Exciting Melo neighbors
TWO
CENTS
A
GAME
while I have been 111; also for "their
lovely sunshine basket. It was deeply
drama of the Czech Underground
There will be beano tonight and
MERCHANDISE PRIZES
appreciated.
Cora E. Hall
Values up to $5.00
tomorrow night at 8 o’clock at Spear
“HOSTAGES”
Hall, foot of Park street. New
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
WRITE this down. Ask grocer for
8 to 12
special prizes, chicken and pork
36Ftf
THURSDAY ONLY, JUNE 8TH
Post’s Raisin Bran ... a magic
dinners.—adv.
*
Sail Loft
A Columbia Pictures
combination cf crisp-toasted wheat
Presentation:
and bran flakes plus California
Knox Street, Thomaston
4*
"
Ann Harding, Evelyn Keyes, seedless raisins.
Ladies 15c; Men 30c
Jink Falkenburg, Anita Louise,
44‘It
TOP-O-THE SEASON DANCE
Jeff Donnell and Leslie Brooks
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
In
NOTICE
THREE BOOM Unfurnished apt to

“NINE GIRLS

B

Senator Owen Brewster will
speak on the subject, “The “Price
of an Endurtng Peace” at rally
sponsored toy Inter-Church. Wom
en’s Group of the Study of Peace
at the Community Building tonight
at 8 o’clock. The public is invited.
The program planned includes:
Overture by Coast Guard Orches
tra; Invocation toy 'Rev Alfred G.
Hempstead; greetings by the chair
man, Mrs. Keryn ap Rice; annual
report cf the secretary, Mrs. Law
rence Miller; vocal solo, “Hills of
Home,” by 'Arthur Larson, BM2c;
introducion of Senator Brewster by
Mrs. Rice; address by Senator
Brewster; “Star Spangled Banner, ’
led toy Mr. Larson, accompanied by
the orchestra, and benediction by
Rev. John Smith Lowe, D. D.

The Salvation Army

DANCE

’KG

Idoz

Speaks Here Tonight

Page Threfl
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SweetHeart Soap

2 cakes 13c

THE PERRY MARKETS

MR. W/NKLE
*
GOES TO MR
THEODORE

PRATT
CHAPTER XI
At lunch time they were at last
told where they were going. Nothing
was said about the main convoy.
From the beginning it had been
planned to send them to the island
of Talizo, one of the steppingstones
in the retrieving of certain precious
etones stolen by the Japanese when
no one was looking.
The south end of the flfty-mile-long
island had been captured by Ameri
can forces, along with an airfield
conveniently just completed by the
Japs, who still held the northern half
of Talizo. They would land some
time the next morning.
Mr. Winkle watched the effect of
this announcement on the other rrten.
Each acted as if he had been given
a good stiff drink. After the long,
cramped, and inactive voyage, they
looked forward to any change, espe
cially the prospect of fighting. They
were eager for it. Some of them
were serious and thoughtful, but all
were ready, even anxious.
Mr. Winkle himself felt that he
had been left out when the drinks

were passed around.
The old fear and terror took hold
of him, shaking him by the throat
like a cat with a mouse.
Instinctively, he reached inside his
shirt and fingered his identification
tags, wondering how soon one might
be cut off and the other remain with
the body.
Then stoicism asserted itself. He
had been assigned a job, prepared
for it, and he would do it. Conta-

W.N.U. RELEASE

self down from the mountain jun
gles and disappearing into the thick
green growth below.
That war and the killing and
maiming of men could exist on this
peaceful looking island did not seem

credible.
* Looking at it, all you wanted to do
was to land here, among the palm
trees on the white sandy shore and
spend the rest of your life.
Mr. Winkle and his several thou
sand companions gazed at it with
awe and wonderment. The island
was almost the thing for which Mr.
Winkle searched, and he wondered
if he would And it here.
Mr. Winkle's impression of land
ing was .not one of danger, but of
fascination.
Their troopship was the first ves
sel through the mine field and the
opening made by a small tug draw
ing back the boom of the submarine
net. Almost before the anchor was
down in the harbor, landing nets
were being thrown over the sides of
the ship and boats lowered.
They climbed down, packing them
selves in the lifeboats. Three of
these, tied together, were pulled by
a launch to one of the piers. The
men stared at a half-sunken supply
ship they ^passed. Some ot them
identified shore batteries placed on
either point of the harbor.
It was hot on land after the sea as
they marched through town.
Passing by the thatched huts, they
saw that most of them were vacant.
Only here and there were they occu
pied by brown-skinned people whose
large dark eyes gazed at them apa
thetically. A few of them were girls
clad in a simple garment of printed
cloth which left one shoulder bare
and outlined the rest of their slim
bodies to their knees.
“Whadda you know?” breathed
Mr. Tinker. "Whadda you know?”
"Now, now,” cautiond Mr. Win
kle. "We re here to protect them,
that’s all.”
"Sure,” said Mr. Tinker. "Sure.”
He twisted his head, to keep in sight
as long as he could what he looked
forward to protecting.
On the far side of the village the
jungle began, a monstrous growth of
palms, lianas, bushes, vivid flowers,
breadfruit trees, and banana plants.
Into this they marched along a nar
row white shell road that threw up
heat in nearly suffocating waves.
They began to sweat.
They came to a tent so cleverly
camouflaged that they failed to make
it all out at once. It was painted
the exact color of the vegetation.
Limbs of trees grew over its roof.
Nets, to which branches were at
tached and sprayed a permanent
green, covered it in other places.

The jungle was honeycombed with
such tents, some of them small, some
of them large enough to house a
It was hot on land after the sea
small circus. Again Mr. Winkle felt
as they marched through town.
safe. He told himself nothing could
giously, the feelings of the other happen to him in such a hidden in
men caught hold of him. If they stallation. He had half-expected to
were ready to fight, he was ready make a landing amidst a hail of
too. Maybe he wasn’t a killer, but bullets and exploding bombs.
At their first meal in the mess
he could keep in condition and repair
the vehicles of the killers. That had tent they tasted new foods, potato
its place, its value. It Was just as like taro, papaya, and wild chicken.
necessary as shooting. Anyway, al Mr. Tinker spat most of them out
and took to what he called civilized
most as necessary.
dishes
also provided. Mr. Winkle
Mr. Winkle searched in his guide
book for the entry under Talizo. To swallowed them, if not with relish, at
his satisfaction he found that the is least with pleasure in their proving
land had cannibals. It was, in fact, how definitely he was on a tropic
island.
noted for them.
The newcomers were asked such a
Late that afternoon a collection of
dark dots came out of the sinking barrage of questions that they had
sun ahead of them. The gun crews little chance to put any of their own.
of their own and the other ships The few they managed to get in
sprang to their stations, alert and were mostly answered with a lifting
tense. But soon word was passed of the shoulders. One man jerked
about that these were their own his thumb toward the north and said,
planes, come to protect them in that "We're just sitting each other out.”
The Messrs. Winkle and Tinker
most dangerous of all times, dusk on
reported to one of the shops, where
the sea.
The planes, now seen to be high in Mr. Tinker was open-mouthed at the
the sky, kept coming on, a whole equipment and Mr. Winkle was im
squadron which reached straight pressed.
Trucks, reconnaissance and com
above them and then wheeled to fly
back and forth, forming a protec mand cars, and jeeps and peeps
tive umbrella over the ships. The were driven into .spacious tents
men, jamming the rails, cheered, which held as complete equipment
yelling wildly, and Mr. Winkle heard as to be found at home. The canvas
his own voice adding itself to the sides were rolled up for ventilation,
lusty noise being sent up to join the giving them a pleasant air of being
outdoors. The familiar smell of oiled
roar of the plane motors.
No enemy, from under, on. or over machinery and carbon monoxide
the sea appeared either that night or i fumes reached their nostrils. These
at dawn when the planes returned perfumes were more heartening
to take up their vigil and escort the than the sweet, curious odors of the
jungle with which they competed.
convoy to port

Land, now made out boldly, was
seen to be a low-lying shore reach
ing up abruptly to a towering volcan
ic mountain ridge running along the
far side of Talizo. It was a scene
of such beauty as to be very nearly
unreal. As they approached closer,
here and there the white wisp of a
waterfall could be seen throwing it-

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
If you have an excess of acids in your blood,
your 15 nnles of kidney tubes may be over
worked. These tiny biters and tubes are work
ing day and night to help Nature rid your
nd I

may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and diuinecs. Frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning some
times shows there is something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
Kidneys may need help the same as bowels,
so ask yourdrugeist for Doan's Pills, used suc
cessfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give-happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes hush out poisonous waste froiu

your blood. Uet Doan a FiUk
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reason of living up to the censorship
regulations and not caring to fright
en her. He omitted certain things
he discovered in his paradise, such
as malaria, dysentery, white ants
with a pincers attack worse than
any war maneuver ever conceived,
and mosquitoes so profuse that a
net over the bed served only to trap
them inside where they could concen
trate their attack.
It must, he thought, be enough of
a strain for Amy not even to know
where he was beyond the fact that
he was in the South Seas area. He
kept to the cheery things, such as
the taste of roasted wild pig. and
the crawfish, shrimp, and prawns.
He described the flowers, and dwelt
on the hibiscus, which he thought
went better with the tropics than
anything else. He told her about
the parrots and cockatoos of the jun
gle, and how the air was filled with
the color of flashing wings.
He said there were no cannibals
about just then, but he hoped even
tually to see one. He described war
as being nothing at all like what he
had expected, and assured her that
he would be back some day. "No
Jap bullet has my name on it,”
he wrote.
He pondered on whether or not he
should leave this in. It was boast
ing a little, for he had yet to hear a
shot fired on either side. In the end
he let the statement go, deciding it
was reassuring more than anything

else. And he didn’t want to give
her the impression that he really
wasn’t in the war.
Mr. Tinker was in it so little that
he didn’t think much of Talizo as a
battleground.
When a truck was
brought in with a few bullet holes
through its body, it was a matter of
some curiosity. And the bullets had
been fired so far away that the ac
tual fighting seemed remote and un
real.
They saw nothing of the enemy
and heard nothing of him. There
were so few evidences of his exist
ence that they were hardly worth
while. Even the two cots in their
tent hadn’t been vacated by dead
men, but by men who had contract
ed tropic fever and been sent home.
The native girls ran when Mr. Tink
er made approaches; they didn’t
trust any human being in a sol
dier’s uniform.
All in all, Mr. Tinker was very
much disgusted. He said he might
as well be home working at his
plumbing, and he told Mr. Winkle he
might as well be home in his shop.
Mr. Winkle, on the other hand,
could not conceal from himself the
fact that he was pleased.
He
breathed easier, thinking that if this
was all there was to it, it wasn't so
bad. To the north, he knew, lay
the airfield and the main part of the
American forces of occupation. And
farther on there was jungle fighting
where men stalked each other
through the undergrowth and sniped
from the trees. But this was not
his business, and he came into con
tact with nune uf those whose affair
it was.
Mr. Tinker hoped to be sent north
on some mission. "It’s the only
way I can see for me to get me my
Jap,” he said.
Mr. Winkle didn’t understand how
he could expect this. “You’d be on
other duty,” he pointed out.
' "Not all the time I won’t,” Mr.
Tinker said. "You wouldn’t tell any
body,” he pleaded, “if I went off
for a while, would you, Pop?”
“You won’t do any such thing,”
Mr. Winkle scolded.
Mr. Tinker remained silent, look
ing glum but determined.
Mr. Tinker had only contempt for
the south tip of the island, to which
he and Mr. Winkle were sent sev
eral times to rescue vehicles in dif
ficulties. He could hope to find no
Japs there. The shore was lined
with American machine-gun fox
holes, and it was here that the Al
phabet, to his chagrin, was sta
tioned.
Sergeant Czeideskrowski and his
crew, including Freddie and Jack,
agreed with Mr. Tinker about their
part in the war. Nothing, they felt,
would happen in the portion given to
them. They had come thousands of
miles to sit and watch and wait for
action that would never materialize.
They — with Mr. Winkle — over
looked the fact that when you are in
a war you are. in a war.
Awakened early one morning, Mr.
Winkle and Mr. Tinker were told to
report to the orderly tent on the
double-quick.
Their Commanding
Officer looked grim when he told
them:
"Hop in a jeep and get down to
Post Number Nine. Repair a com
mand car you'll find there and bring
it back. Don't waste any time.

Men like themselves, trained as
they had been, following the same
procedures, labored over the vehi
cles, one of which had its entire
rear end missing as if it had been
torn off with a violent hand. The
men looked up, gazing idly, curious^
ly, or with interest at the newcom
ers. Only once did they pause in
their quick, deft attentions to the
motors. A radio, abruptly turned
on, buzzed and crackled for a mo
ment, and then from it came the
clear, assured announcement: "This
is the United States of America.”
The men went still for an instant,
taking it in. They glanced at each
other and some of them smiled brief
ly, almost shyly. As the short-wave
program went on, giving the news
from home, they returned to work
with an added zest.
Mr. Winkle couldn’t suppress a
tingle that went through him and a
choking in his throat. It quieted the
queasy feeling in his stomach. It
made him know that the jungle of
Talizo, at least this part of it and
more to come, was the United States I
Mr. Winkle was allowed to write
of America.
only the barest information to Amy.
When a mail went out, Mr. Winkle
was allowed to write only the barest There’s mist off the shore. Any
information to Amy. He refrained thing can come out of it..*’
from
much_ for the double
Mr, Winkle's heart leaped as he

WALDOBORO
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NOTICE
All parents of school children must keep chil
dren on their home premises for seven days, in an
effort to check the scarlet fever epidemic which was
the purpose of closing the schools in the town of
Warren.
By Order,
Board of Health.
Warren, May 31.

MRS. IfiABEL LABI
Correspondent

AA AA
Telephone It

Mrs Robert Hanrahan and In
fant son arrived home Tuesday
from the Eye and Ear Infirmary,
Portland
Mrs. Charles Sprague and son are
visiting in Bangor.
years as Excellent Junior, and in E
Mr. and Mrs Harold Benner of
A Starrett Auxiliary. SUV , in which
WARREN
Belmont, Mass , were weekend guests 1
she had held the offices of assistant
A A AA
of Miss Helen Jones.
guide and color guard. Not only
ALENA L STAKRITrr
did she take those offices but she
Mrs. Elana L. Oldls, 77, widow of
Correspondent
gave valuable help in the kitchen
Dr. Edwin Oldis, died Tuesday
A A AA
as well A hard-working woman all
morning at the home of her son
Tel
40
1
her
life, her love of home and fam
after a brief Illness of pneumonia
ily was one of the strongest ties
She was born in New York. City but
Rev. Maurice Dunbar of South during that lifetime.
had been a resident ot this town
25 years. She is survived by one Thcmaston will supply Sunday
Mrs Stickney, wife of Joseph
son, Herbert Oldis, and one grand- | morning at the Baptist Church, Stickney, was born in Framingham,
daughter Miss Helen Oldis of Rock- | The evening service will be in union Mass., daughter of Frank and Susan
land. Services will be held today at the Baptist Church with Rev. Dunham Starrett. In addition to
frcm the Waltz funeral home In- Lynn V Farnsworth of Camden, the her affiliation with Crescent Temple
terment will be In Sweetland ceme- ! speaker. Attendance is limited to and E. A Starrett Auxiliary, she was
adults and there will be no Sunday a member of Goodwill Grange of
tery, South Waldoboro
Mrs. Roderick Steele and daugh School.
South Warren, Ivy Chapter. OES.,
*
Rev Lynn V Farnsworth of Cam and the Baptist Sewing Circle.
ter are guests of Mr. and Mrs Dan
den will rjibak on, "A Happy Spring
iel Steele in Portland
Besides her husband, she leaves
Pvt. Francis Winchenbach is time Message,” Sunday morning at one daughter, Mrs. Robert Cogan
An of Warren, one son, William of
visiting his father, Harold Winchen the Congregational Church
thems
by
the
choir
will
be
‘
‘
Gali
 Framingham, Mass., one brother,
bach.
lee
Olden,
”
by
Poster,
and
"Love
Mrs. Clayton Brown who has been
Curtis Starrett of Warren, three sis
with Mrs. Lura Winslow, has re and Praise” by Emerson. There wifi ters, Mrs Mary Ulmer of Rockland,
be no Sunday School
turned to her home in Pittsfield
Mrs. Hattie Swan of Auburn and
Mrs. S C. Hemingway and daugh
The Help One Another Circle of Mrs .Beatrice Fitzgerald of Charles
ter Carolyn of Syracuse, N Y, are King’s Daughters will meet Monday town, (Mass.; and six grandchildren.
at their Summer home, Olenhurst. night at the home of Mrs Mary [ Burial was in the family lot at
Misses Jessie Keene and Jullia Creamer.
Newcombe cemetery, the bearers,
Kaler arrived Monday at their home
Jesse
Mills, Herbert Thomas, Emer
Miss Ruth Starrett, daughter of
on Marble avenue.
son
W.
Perkins and Bernard Teague
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett,
A sale cf cooked food for the bene who has recently completed her
Members cf the orders with which
fit of the Public Library will be held second year at Gorham Teachers she was affiliated, attended in a
Saturday at 2.30 at the store of Mrs. College, has been elected president body
Sarah Lash.
cl the house committee for the
Health Precautions
coming semester which will open in
Because of the development of
A great convenience to Wdldoboro September.
three
new cases of scarlet fever
people is offered in the film serv
Mrs. Grace Simmons, State Field among the pupiils, all school in
ice now being conducted by the New Nurse, is on vacation of two weeks.
cluding the High School, were closed
England Merchandise
exchange.
Seven tons of waste paper was Wednesday on the order of Dr.
Films developed by expert work collected dufing a school drive held
Fred G. Campbell, local health cTnmen at amazingly reasonable prices. recently.
cer. A quarantine of one week is
Enlargements made and a complete
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis of requested of all children of the
film and camera service offered Waterville have been spending this
schools, except in the case of those
piompt and dependable.—adv. ♦
week at their Summer home in this who are members of families where
town.
there is quarantine because of ill
Both the Price Control Act and
Mr and Mrs. Frank Drewett of ness with the disease, when the
the Stabilization Act are now be Egypt, Mass., passed the weekend
fore Congress for renewal. They with Mr and Mrs. Harold Drewett. quarantine will of course be of the
required length
expire on June 30.
Members of the Georges valley
The Ken MacKenzie Show which
Boys 4-H Club who made a scrap was scheduled for Thursday has
saluted with Mr. Tinker and hur paper drive Memorial Day, accom
been postponed indefinitely.
ried out.
panied by Percy R. Bowley, junk
Baccalaureate services planned
"Something,” said Mr. Tinker, “is
dealer, cpllected 3400 pounds of for the graduation class at the Bap
up.”
Mr. Winkle was very much afraid paper.
tist Church Sunday night, will Ibe
that this might be so. “Nine,” he
St. George Lodge, F.A.M., meets omitted, but the regular monthly
said.. "That’s the Alphabet.”
Monday night.
unlcn service will be held, the at
At the motor park tent they found
A
daughter,
Kathleen
Dale,
was
tendance confined to adults.
the men on duty there had the same
tense attitude. “You’d better take bom at Knox Hospital, Monday to
Graduation exercises of June 9,
some extra cartridge clips,” they Pfc. and Mrs Alfred H. Wyllie (Ma will be held, but will be limited in
were told.
These were given to rion Campbell). Private Wylllie is
attendance to the graduates them
them.
In England.
selves, and adults. There will be
They drove out. Mr. Winkle didn’t
Mrs.
Dexter
Hart
returned
Mon

no graduation ball as is customary.
like the extra cartridge clips, but
he did feel better to have rifles slung day from Rockland, where she spent The
Student Council Banquet
a few days with her daughter and planned fcr Tuesday by the High
alongside the bouncing car.
When they reached the road run son-in-law, Mr and Mrs. Charles
School Is also cancelled.
ning south along the shore, they Blackington.
No session of Sunday School will
saw the mist. Between hillocks of
be held next Sunday at either
Abbie J. Stickney
the beach ridge they could make it
out standing like a wall several hun
Dr. H W. Flagg, pastor of the church.
dred yards offshore, mysterious,
Baptist Church in Thomaston, offi
dangerous, unreasonable.
I have an oversupply of Year
It made Mr. Tinker enthusiastic. ciated at funeral services Wednes
Books.
Will any of my policyhold
“The Japs know we’re about ready day at the Simmons funeral home
to push them in the face in the for Abbie Jane Stickney, 68, who ers who, would like one or two
north,” he held. “Mebbe they'll take
died Monday at her home after an please let me know? It is a note
thia chance."
illness of several months. She had book with half a page for every
(To Be Continued)
been cared for by her sister, Mrs day In the year. S A. Lavender,
Mary Ulmer of Rockland, who had Insurance, l&l Main St., Thomas
41-43
been assisted by another sister, Mrs. ton, Tel. 4.—adv.
Hattie Swan of Auburn.
BROWN’S
The floral tributes were many,
TO LET
testifying to the love and esteem
RESTAURANT
held for the deceased. A neighbor
FURNISHED rooms to let 88 Summer
and friend of inestimable value, St MRS CHESTER STEWART. Tel
279W_________________________ |_44 45
IN WALDOBORO
she will be greatly missed at Hinck
ONBJ room for light housekeeping
ley Comer, where she had resided and one bed room to let, 97 Union St.
TEL. 97CM
’
44-lt
with her husband many years.
NOW OPEN
FURNISHED room Ito let, 62 Sum
Missing her also will be the orders mer St. TEL 847W. Rockland. 44tf
GARAGE to let Inquire at 15 LAU
with
which she was affiliated, es
Mrs. Evelyn Braley, Mgr.
REL ST. Tel. 1241W.
44 45
pecially
Crescent
Temple,
PS.,
in
44-45
EURNTSHED apartments to let. TEL
which she served for 12 consecutive 1265W or 921M.
43-44

SOMETHING NEW AT Nl.M.E.

DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND
ENLARGING SERVICE
SPECIAL

f TuSsBay-Frida?

OFFER GOOD

UNTIL

JUNE 15th
Developing............................

9c per roil

Jumbo Prints................................. 5c each
ENLARGEMENTS
4”x6” .................................................................. 33c each
5x8........................................................................ 48c ”
6x8 ....................................................................... 58c ”
7x10 ............................. •...................................... 73c
”
Large Sizes On Quotation

Special

FURNISHED rooms to let. 48 MA
SONIC ST , Tel. 768J after 6pm
42* tf
FURNISHED rooms to let at FOSS
HOUSE. 77 Park St.. City.
40tf
OARAGE on Main street to let. Price
$4 month. V. F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St
Tel. 330.
rn f

MISCELLANEOUS
WALDOBORO Radiator Shop. C. T.
LOVEJOY, Depot St.. Waldoboro. Me.
i
43 46
Por the present, wtEl make appoint
ments for Tuesdays and Saturdays.
DR. J H DAMON, dentist, 153 Lime
rock street, telephone J1357 .
43tf
REFRIGERATION
NECESSARY IN WAR OR PEACE
Instruction, Male. Shortage of men
for Installation and repair work. The
need for trained men to overhaul and
Install refrigeration and air condition
ing eqotpment ls orgent. If you are
mechanically Inclined and have a fair
education, look Into this big pay
trade. Learn how you can get this
training In spare time or evenings No
interference with present Job.
For
lull Information write at once, giving
name, address etc. UTILITIES INST,
care Courier-Gazette.
43*44
FREE
If* Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion,
Heartburn, Belching. Bloating. Nau
sea. Oas Pains, get free sample. Ulga.
at CORNER DRUG STORE
38*63

COLORED FRAMED ENLARGEMENT

7y2x9i/a

$1.75 Complete
Bring Or Send Your Filins Negatives As
Soon As Possible

IS EMUPSY MHHUTEDr
, WNAT CAUSES ITf«s
A booklet containing the opinion* of foinout doctors on this interesting subject
will bo sont FtK, while they lost, to any
reader writing to the Educational Division,
iW Fifth Av$„ NfwYgrt, H.Y., Depl.

ft «

>

MRS OSCAR

Correspon
A daughter, Itowas 'born (May 25 a;

tai, Manchester, N
Mrs Michael C. IA11
Thompson of this tt
(Mrs. John Wenti
turned from. Knox

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

she was a patient fo

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

Mrs. Max Conway
day from .Rockland
companied her sor
way. 61c, who wa,
4* w York to join h
seven-days’ leave,
ents, Mr. and Mis
Mrs H. W Tiflelc
Memorial Day her
Victor Shields and
ard, Jane and Heh
Mr. and Mrs Jan
cnildren of Deer Is
Memorial Day.
The Junior (Prom
tended Monday nigh
Music by ILeon Ai
and Miss Elizabeth

Advertisements to this column not to exceed three Mnes towrted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
fines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two time*.
smsU words to • Hue.
Special Notice: AB "blind sds" ss enueu «. s
tasnW which require the
Gaietto office for handling, eost M «*“<■ additional.

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

THOR electric lroner for sale, nearly
new also Sunny Glenwood range
TEL’ 930M______ _______________ 44*45
RUBBER hip boots, new, for sale
size 10*2 TEL THOMASTON 111
BOSTON bull at (my home. Owner S1
2
_______ 44*45
may have same on 'paying charges^
FIVE
electric
washing
machines.
1
HAROLD STETSON. 20 Gay Street
O E electric refrigerator 1941 model,
Place, City.
late model electric comb with oil
GLASSES found on Limerock St. burner. B Hot Point straight electric
Wed noun. Apply at THE COURIER stoves, one enamel stove with oil turn
GAZETTE
____________ 4411 ers. two 4-cover camp stoves. H B
KALER Washington. Home Sundays.
GAS Ration A book lost KEI4NETH
44 45
A WING, 666 Main St.________ 44 F 46
11,-YARD Hydraulic Dump bodv for
H. N PROCTOR Tel. 846W.
RATION Book 4 lost
IPATRICTA sale
CORRTVEAU. 18 No. Main St.. C^F 44 Lake Ave . City. _______________ 44‘45
TWO Ice Refrigerators for sale H
RATION Book No. 4 lost. El,BERT A N PROCTOR Tel 846W. Lake Ave
44,45
MORSE. Easton, Me
42 h 44 City.
BAG of Wirthmore cracked grain lost
on toad from Holmes St to North
W
End
EARL SIMMONS ' Tel. 592
'■‘»w
44* It

WANTED

IRockland were In
week-end, guests o
pother, Mrs. Freem
Misa Priscilla Ci
been visltung her pj
Mrs. William Chilh
to Rockland to re.*
tion at the telephoni
Harry (Webster ol
Fla., and Eloyd We
Weymouth, Mass ,
guests of their brot
in-law Mr. and Mr
ster, returned Thu)
homes.
Union Church cho
held recently at tin
and Mrs William '1

ONE HORSE
Jigger for sale
with
erank axle $35; 2-horse John Deere
Cultivator
$35. will
trade.
Spring
tooth harrow, wheel hoe $6; several
cultivators.
C.
F.
PRESCOTT, 29

TEN br twelve foot row boat want Prescott St , City. ______________ 44 45
TWO YEAR old milch goat, another
ed. Must toe in first class condition.
JACK BOOTSMAN. Union Tel 44.45 Nanny goat and a Billy goat for sale
JOHN LIUA. R F D 3. 'Box 15. Union
Tel 4-12
44,45
MODEL A Ford wanted. In good, coll
old books and stamps for sale,
dltlon JAMES iF THORNTON. Thonv aliRare
in the 1800s. chairs, tables, stands,
as ton_____________ 44 43 beds, springs mattresses, carpets art
SMALL (furnished cottage wanted, squares, bureaus, commodes, glass,
directly on salt water. Radius from china, dishes, mirrors, children's lawn
Owl’s Head to Martin's Point GEORGE swings, lamps. Alarm clocks, mantel
W CARR. Warren. Me. Tel. 9-11. 44 45 clocks, garden tools, overstuffed chairs
stoves, hot water colls for stoves, old
COOK wanted. Coveslde Inn. ChrtRt- buttons, victrolas. dining room sets,
mas Cove Apply to MRS GUY .'WARE pictures, rug material. Ice boxes,
or Tel So Bristol. 238 _________ 44 47 wooden fire place mantels, doors, elec
tric fans, radios, violin, guitars, beau
TWTN stroller wanted, or a single, tlful old organ, large collection of
double size.
Write MRS ICHAS. cream plthers, flush toilet, Perfection
WOOSTER. 9 Sweetland St.. City.
heaters, two beautiful mahogany
(
44*45 oil
bed room sets, also twin bed sets, gas
wash tubs and hundreds of
GERL for housework, wanted at 29 piates,
other useful articles al very’ low price 1
PARK ST., City._____________ , 44,45 SIMS OLD CROCKETT MANSION.
SIMMONS or White Cross inner- 754 Main St., Rockland. North End
spring mattress wanted for single bed. Curl Simmons. Sale starts at 10 a m.
State price. Write G. L. C., care THE Sat. June 3.
44-lt
COURIER GAZETTE
44-45
GENERATOR 35-volt for sale with
GIRL or woman Wanted for general fine panel control board; Just the
housework To go home nights. MRS. thing for small village or portable
ROBERT BREWER. 35 Ocean St. Tel. mill. This Is your chance of a life
1198M.__________________________ 44 45 time in getting this for (what I will
_ SIX br more room house wanted to sell It for. Also few one-half horse
rent Modern Good location. MRS. motors. H B. KALEIR, Washington.
BARTLETT Tel. U06M
44tf Home Sundays._______1___________44-45
28 FT Boat and engine. Excellent
FURNISHED apartment or cottage
wanted, for Summer, near Rockland. condition, quick sale, also seven-room
house,
completely furnished- garage
JAMES A PERRY, BMlc, Coast Guard
Lovely
Station. 'City.___________________ 44,45 Property borders on shore.
home. MRS HARVEY CLINE, 13 Otis
WILL buy 100 lobster traps complete, street. City.
44*46
ready to set. J. B fdcINTIRE. Lin
MOTOR
for
sale,
one-half
horse
colnville Beach.
44*45
power. Can be seen at 31 PHILBRICK
FOUR quart Ice cream freezer, tn AVE , City.______________________ 44*45
good condition wanted. CHESTER A
8 SHEET and 3 lambs for sale. MRS
VOSE, Brooklyn Heights, Thomaston,
Tel. 150-11.____
43-45 WALTER FEYLER Tel. 1 23, Warren.
44*10
LOBSTER boat wanted. 28 to 30 ft. in
1942
ZENITH
Radio
for
sale,
console
good shape, fully equipped. ELMER
HURD. Ash Point, Me.
43*45 style. Good condition. JOSEPH OER
RISH, Pleasant St., Rockport.___ 44*45
PART Collie and Shepherd male pup
DARK Loam for sale. $3 50 yard and
wanted Write RICHARD P LUFKIN.
South Thomaston.
___________ 43*44 I one-half; also gravel $3 load delivered
Send card to WM. ANDERSON. West
~ MAN Wanted for general work. V F.
44*47
STUDLEY FURNTURE STORE, 283 Meadow Rd , Rockland.
LARGE folding toed with mirror and
Main St. Tel. 1154.
41tf
mattress for sale, (other furniture.
GIRL'S
bicycle wanted
CHAS. Write
Del
SEAVEY. 8 Carroll Lane, City
42*44 City. MRS J. IP. SPROWL, Gen 44*45
ELECTRIC plate, two burner wanted.
dozen 1 quart preserve Jars
M E LERMOND, So. Warren Tel. forFVE
sale. Price 40c a doz. Used one
23 33
*
41*44 season;
20 CHESTNUT ST Tel. 1335
44-lt
RANGE oil burners wanted, also
Florence and F*erfectlon oil stoves.
TWO
electric
water
pumps
for
bale;
C E GROTTON, 138 Camden St. Tel., few Iron sinks—one small white
1091W.________________________
Wt-I enamel, vacuum cleaners, cabinet and
COOK wanted for Summer season table model radios, cabinet and table
two students acceptable, opportunity victrolas. radio record players, two
for
recreation.
BUTTER
POINT new studio couches, pre-war 4>,'2-horse
FARM. Waldoboro.
38tf Neptune outboard motor, and. a new
ROOMERS or boarders wanted; 9 16 foot boat and this ls a peach).
Home
GROVE ST Tel. 579R
36tf H. B KALER, Washington.
Sundays.
,
44 45
AT Hotel Rockiand additional wait
WT I EET JJ ARROWs for sale, large and
resses wanted, salad girls, bell boy6.
Excellent meals and uniforms fur small, carts, tricycles, toys, RAYE’S
42*F 48
nished. Apply IN PERSON
33tf CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St.
BUNGALOW
practically
new
for
ANTIQUES wanted
Compare our
prices. We are now paying from $25 sale 4 rooms, sun porch, bath; 9
to $75 each for nice old arm chairs BOOKER ST. Thomaston. Tel 114-11.
43*44
and sofas with good carving on them;
$10 to $25 each for good, old marble
TWO home-made tractors,!
Just
top tables; $5 to $10 each for old china made; sewing machine on wheels,
parlor lamps. Equally good prices for nearly new belt; Kinkade garden trac
other Items now tn demand
Write tor, heavy front end with nearly new
W. J. FRENCH. High St., Camden
7 00x21 tires; arc welding generator
__________________ ______________ 28tf 200 amp ; anal] metal turning lathe
WILL buy rags, metal, all kinds of with motor. QUINCY PEABODY. Hope.
_____________________________ 43*44
paper, and second hand furniture.
P O. Box 862 TEL 314R
41tf
PIGS for saie. 8 weeks old. delivered
43*45
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted. A L. RHODES. Rt. 3. Union.
We will pay cash or trade for new.
FORD 1931 Model IA motor for sale,
Call 1154. V F STUDLEY, INC., 283 re-condltloned and does not use oil
Main St., Rfickland.
3511 R. S. Jordan, 6 Kelley Lane, City
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted, _______ ________________________ 43*44
also marble top tables., and old
BURPEE house for kale, at 201 So
books. CARL SIMMONS, 2 Park St., Main St Inquire of LEROY HUPPER
Tel. Rockland, 1240.
35tf on premises.
43*44
REICENULY freshened cow for sale,
also seed' potatoes. ALBERT PAMNI
Union.
43-45
FOR SALE
ALMOST new ipre-wnr three piece
set, other good used fur
1941 Ford Panel for sale, Just like over-stuffed
including ice refrigerators H
new. rubber and' all; 1940 Oldsmoblle niture
KALER. Washington. Tel 5 25
4-dr. Just the same. 1937 Bulck coupe, B
44 45
good rubber; 5954 Pontiac coupe, extra Home Sundays.
good rubber; 1934 Ford 2-dr. extra good
TWO boys’ tweed suits, size 10 for
41tf
rubber and all; 1935 Chevrolet >/2-toa sale TEL. 1133.
pickup, very nice; 1937 Chevrolet sta
FOR SALE
tion wagon, a dandy. This ls a good
On Route 1. two miles from Rock
bunch of cars and' reasonably priced. land,
one of the best locations in Knot
Cash, trade or terms; and this tneans County
for overnight camps or Sum
that I will trade for most anything, mer estate.
400 feet on Route 1.
cars Included. H B. KALER. Wash extending toAbout
Penobscot Bay with long
ington. Home Sundays.
44-45 shoi^ frontage.
E*lne view of bay and
NINE piece marble top walnut bed Islands.
room Set. for sale. TEL WARREN, 1-3.
Another fine buy—6-room Cape Cod
44 45 house in. good repair with 25 acres ot
some timber. Tht>
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock field and lswoodland,
located on Route 1 only
land Hair store, 24 Elm St. Mail orders property
a short distance from Rockland Ex
solicited. H C. RHODES. Tel. 519J cellent
view of Penobscot Bay and
2 F tf Islands.
I have listed several 2-famlly houses
GOOD large two-year old heifer, all
breed, an old cultivator, a most new at pre war prices.
Jom Dreere wheel or disc harrow Go
IEEXJREST A THURSTON
ing out of the farming business but
Td 1159
Rockland. Me
I would buy a pony harness and a 468 Old County Rd.
saddle, a tent, a power lawn mower
41-44
or anything else If you have any of
YOUNG English setter dog. for sale
the abdve. bring them along and get male,
very nicely marked. Price $30
your money. H B KALER. Washing Call. WARRER
3-41
42 44
ton. Home Sundays.
44 45
,.PIt^YER Piano" for sale cheap. RALPH
OUR fifth carload—of“wii8on milk M SPEAR, Warren.
41*44
coolers are on the tway. We are how
STOVES
for
sale,
of
all
kinds
~~C
in a position to fill orders for any
Tel
type or size cooler. Order now for de ?™,<2ROTTON’ 138 Camden St
livery when wanted as we do not ex W1W31tf
pect to get any more for several
WHEN better paint than Glldden’s
months. Do you need a DeLaval milk
Tested Paint ls available lt will
er or cattle water cups? W S PILLS Tine
be on sate by us. Glldden’s ls best
BURY & SON, Waterville.
44 45 outside
or Inside. SUNOCO SERVICE
HEAVY stump puller onwheela^sult- STATION. 523 Main St, Rockland
36tf
able for removing stumps, but.dings ___
or portable mill use, about 60 feet of
Prtntlng presL
___ for sale.
press 7x11
heavy cable to go along with It This BALD MOUNTAN CO , 414 Main St
ls a very fine outfit if you have any ________________ _ _______________
use for It H B KALER. Washington
THE B. F Collomore residence at 89
Home Sundays. Tel. 5-25
44 45
Cedar street for sale. TEL 1051M
SEED potatoes fcr~sa!e. Green Mcun- .________ _____________ 42t£
taln and Irish Cobblers, certified seed
DESIRABLE property for uale in
at $3 75 per 100 lbs UNITED CO-OP*
to »ettie eetato. J. HERBERT
FARMERS, INC.. New County Road,
TeL 1144.
43*44 QOULD, Tot 2300 or 3170, Camden
954
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Mrs. Frank

guest. President IE
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School. After the
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(Athene

Thompson of this town).
Mrs. John Wentworth has re
turned from Knox Hospital where
she was a patient for several weeks.
Mrs. Max Conway returned Mon
day from Rocklandi where she ac
companied her son Stanley Con
way. Sic, who was (returning to
xjj.w York to join his ship, after a
seven-days' leave, twith (his par
ents, (Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway.
Mrs H W Eifield had as guests
Memorial Day her daughter Mrs.
Victor Shields and children Rich
ard, Jane and Helen Shields.
Mr. and Mrs (James Quinn and
cnildren of Deer Isle were in town
Memorial Day.
The Junior Prom was largely at
tended Monday night at Town Hall.
IMusic by tt>eon Arey. saxophone;
and Miss Elizabeth Gray, piano.
Drop a 3-ton truck from treetop height and you have an idea of
Mr and Mrs (Ralph Brown of
how hard the 37 millimeter shell from the "Water Buffalo hits.
Rockland were in town for the
The Food Machinery Corporation-made amphibian tanks, which
week-end, guests of Mr. Brown’s
are operating successfully in the South Pacific, carry firepower
gather, Mrs. Freeman Brown.
Miss Priscilla Chilles, who has
enough to crush the hide of any tank they face.
been visiting her parents, Mr and
------------------------------------------------------------ ----------- ----- ---------—
1,1
Mrs William Chilles, has returned
for her Summer pastorate in Bethel. Howard, and Russell, Jr., and Danny
SEARSMONT
to Rockland to resume her (posi 
Rev George J Volz, the new sup Knight.
Me.
and
Mrs. Alden Knight of
tion at the telephone office.
Mrs Etta Marriner read the name
ply
pastor, will speak at the local
Harry Webster of Winter -Haven, Camden were recent guests of Mr. church next Sunday at 2 o'clock of the local citizens who liave died
J’la . and Uoyd. Webster of North and Mrs. Lawrence Robbins.
The public su-pper seived by the The church school will meet at il within the past year, and also a
Weymouth, Mass., who have been
tribute to a long-time member of
Women’s Society in the vestry May o’clock
guests of their brother and sisterDonald Savery of Marion, Mass., this church, Mrs. Ada M Hawes.
24 wa.t a success.
in-law Mr. and Mrs. Charles Web
Mr and Mrs. Charles Luce of Stanley Lozier of Hackensack, N J.. Ralph Drinkwater read the names
ster, returned! Thursday to their
Belmont and Mrs Flora Elwell of j and Melville Wood of Detroit. Mich., cf all the local residents who are in
homes.
Northport were recent callers on J spent the week-end in town, staying Service. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ccbb
Union Church choir practice was Mr. and Mrs. J W. Levenseller.
| at the home of Mrs. Ethel Higgins. presented a roll of honor in memory
of their aunt. Mrs. Hawes, to Mrs
held recently at the home of Mr.
Royce Miller, Jr., of Portland ' Air and Mrs Alfred Dutch and
Donald
Lucas representing tile War
and Mrs William T. Snwth at East spent several tiays recently at the ' £On Bryant cf Belfast called Sunday
Mothers,
and Mrs. Lucas, escorted
Aston. Mrs. Frank Peterson was home cf his uncle and aunt, Mr. I on friends here.
by
Mrs
Marriner
hung this upon tiie
guest President Etta Morton of and Mrs Colby Howard. Mrs. Olin , Mr and Mrs. Donald Whittemore
walls
of
the
church.
Mrs. Gibson
the choir and in their behalf, pre Bonnin cf Skowhegan was Sunday of Pownal called Sunday on Miss
dedicated
this
Roll
of
Honor.
Mrs
sented Miss (Norma Skoog a fine guest at the Howard home.
Frances Mayhew and Daniel Mc Everett Hock read the poem, “Land
gift for her graduation from High
Misses Verne and Bertha Whitten, Farland.
cf America.” A vocal solo, "O God
School After the usual practice and Phyllis and Ruth Batchelder,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gregson of
lunch was served byi Mrs. William all of Belfast, called Saturday on Danvers. Mass., were recent guests of Lo.e, O King of Peace—” was
rendered by Harry Thompson Mrs.
Smith; 16 members were present.
Mrs. Harold Cobb Mr and Mrs of Mr. and Mrs. Charles MacKenzie.
Richard Goebel was organist for the
Mr. and Mrs (Bert iSmith have Burgess Cramer and son Lyle, of
Mr, and Mrs. Alfred Shute and program.
returned to Falmouth Foreside Washington were callers Sunday at daughter, Mrs. George Bailey, all of
The pastor gave an appropriate
having -been guests of Mrs. Oscar the Cobb home
Belfast, and Mr. and Mrs. Roland address. At the close of the Serv
Lane.
Mr. and Mrs J F Cole and friend Simpson and daughters Sandra and
ice Roberta Jean, the infant daugh
Fred Chilles has returned to of Boston spent the week-end at the Sally of Saco visited Saturday with
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence RobWhitinsville, Mass., after a week <’c!e home here.
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Plaisted.
bins, was baptized bv Mrs. Gibson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ames Williams
end visit with his mother.
Mrs. Dorothy Smith and family I Both pastor and congregatlon were
Annuol meeting of Sons cf have returned to Chestnut Hill. of Hallowell were dinner ' guests
glad to welcome to the service three
American Legion was held' Wednes Mass., after spending a week at Sunday at the Packard home, and members cf the Coast Guard, Melday and these officers elected: Com- Hardscrabble Farm
Mrs. Harold Marriner and daughter ville Wood, Stanley Lozier, and Don
Mrs. sarah Plaisted and Mr. and | jean c,f Belmont were callers there
■tmander, Albert Carver, Jr.; lieu
ald Savery, and an informal recept
tenants, Richard Shields .Robert Mrs. Chapin (Elsie Plaisted,) all of Sunday .
ion was given to these young men.
Teel; adjutant, JRichard Dyer; Camden, called on friends in town
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Luce of Bel
The church was decorated with
mont called Saturday on Mrs. Etta plants and Spring flowers A goodly
Chaplain, IClyirles Doughty; his Sunday.
Rev Mary S Gibson leaves today Marriner and George Lawry.
torian. Timothy Lane; sergeant at
number were present.
Anns, John Wentworth, Jr.
Memorial Exercises
After the usual Memorial Day body was accompanied from East
A
fine
Memorial program was
FRIENDSHIP
observance and parade, -the proces Boston by her husband Wiiiis I rendered at the Community Meth
Brown
and
her
daughter
and
sonj
Rev.
Waner
A. Smith who was
sion led by IA. E. Libby, marshal
in-law Mr. and Mrs . Sumner odist Church Sunday, under the di- pastor of the Methodist Churches
and Vinalhaven Band, J. W Kit
Davis.
rection of the pastor. Rev. Mar}’ i here and in Cushing for two years,
tredge, leader, marched' to the cor
Union Church
Church Sunday
Sunday School | Gibson, Wyman Drinkwater con- was granted a sabbatical year of
ner of Main and High street and
meets at 10 a m Sunday. Rev. C. i ducted the responsive reading The ' rest at the recent session of the
dedicated the honor roll. Color
S Mitchell 'Will deliver the bac I Scripture lesson, the Beatitudes, < Maine Conference, and with Mrs.
bearers were, Seth Norwood, the
calaureate sermon at the 11 o’clock was directed by Mrs. Russell Knight Smith, will reside at Day s Ferry,
American Flag, and Merle Allen,
service to the graduating class of who was assisted by these pupils of Woolwich.
the (Legion Flag; prayer was by
1044, his subject “Faith the Sub the church school: Hazel, Llewellyn
£Mie chaplain, David Duncan. Rev.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
stance of Hope.” Special anthems and Jackie Nelson; Carl and Lillian x? S Mitchell was speaker As
will be sung by the choir; organ
master of ceremonies, A. (E, Libby
ist, IMrs. Leola Smith. Christian COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
lead the names inscribed on the
Endeavor meets at 6; evening meet
Honor Roll, which was unveiled by
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
ing at 7.
Past Commander Vaughn John
Mr and Mrs. Percy Smith of
1
5
a
3
10
M
9
7
2
1
sen
*7Star (Spangled ,Banner"
Kittery arrived Saturday,
played by the band, concluded the
w
13
II
12
Greenlaw-MacDonald v
ceremonies.
The marriage of Miss Marjorie
'b
Pfc. ^John Stordahl, Army Air
17
Corps, is guest of his parents, Mr MacDonald daughter of Mr. and
i 19
20
21
16
and Mrs Nels Storduhl and sjster Mrs. Ira MacDonald and Alfred
Greenlaw,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs
w 24
25
Jesse Greenlaw, took place May 25
Key Arey.
lb
Corp Avon Ne’con left Wednes in Rockland at the home of the offi
27
29
26
day (to repo-t for duty having be«h ciating clergyman, Rev. Alfred
W
31
n
•v th his mother Mrs. Lettie Nel- Hempstead.
during a 22-day furlough.
The bride wore a travel suit of
1
53
Word has been leceived to} .Vlrs blue with white accessories and
.
$4
3$
Victor Shields of the safe arrival corsage of pink carnations. Her
3b
37
L
u. Italy cf he*, husband P.t ' matron of honor, Mrs Michael
39
43,
Ml
41
j Williams,, a sister cf the groom
Shields.
Mrs. Irven Stone, son Douglass , wore a fereen suit with brown ac
4$
44
4b W 47
f’d Mrs. Oscar Waterman of cessories and corsage of white carw
vyw
North Haven were guests of M. naions.
49
50
46
51
Mr. Williams was best man.
and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist over
W
*
52
54
53
55
After a honeymoon trip, the new
Memorial Day
Mrs. Atit'.’.ew Johnson has re lyweds returned and began house
5b
57
ceived word from her two eons •( keeping at once at the home of the
bride
’
s
iparents.
their sa'e arri.al: Victor Shi-dS
58
The bride was a graduate of
m Italy and Robert Johnson in Nt>'
Vinalhaven High School, class oi
Guinea.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
The body of Mrs. Bertha Rooerts 1942. The groom also attended Vi
1-Famous games
45-Presages good or il 13-Very fast
brown was brought here Saturday nalhaven High School.
6-Smalf jobs
47- Portico (Gr. Arch.) 15-Auriculate
11-Window built out 48- Part of verb ’To te' 17-Musical sounds
^rfrom Eas* Bos. n. Mass., for inter
from a wall
49- Capable of being
20-Sets forth
ment in Ocean View Cemeteiy. ACT now. New Post's Raisin Bran
13- English novelist
molded
23—Performers on ice
bran flakes, a 14- Craze
v;th committal service toy Rev C provides real 40
51- Tavern
25-Diminishes
16-Checks
52- Fabled marine
27-Slope
S Mitchell
T.re bearers were natural regulator. Eaten every day.
18Ship
channel
creature
29-Misplaces
Ernest Tolman, Harvey Tolman. it helps supply gentle bulk to daily
19- Snared
54-ls vested in
31- Perch
21- Small child
56- Gains
Hollis Burgess, Arthur Pears. The meals.—Adv.
32- Dress material
22- Greek goddess of
57- Ago (Poet.)
34— Gaze
discord
58- Ciassified
35- One who furnishes
24- A scented root
59- Natives of Sweden
food
25- Row
37Withdrew
from
VERTICAL
26- Writing tables
action
NOTICE
28- Gow the head
1- Pushed with the
38- River in France
29- Lifting device
elbow
39- Rascals
30- Apportions
2- Part of a carpenter's 40- H ighways
I have a waiting list of prospects for all kinds of
joint
32- A flower (pi.)
41- Plural of rete
property. What have you that you want to sell
33- Female maker of
3- Epoch
43-One of the United
clothes
4- Are not (contr.)
States
quickly?
5- Man of African
34- Perfume
45- Withoi4 power of
36-Peeks
blood
seeing
39- Begin
6- Covers with wax
46-Carols
40- Royal Naval
ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
7- Compact
49- Remove the skin
Reserve (abbr.)
8- Lyric poem
50- Breed of dogs
42-Mean cowardly
9- lmpatient
53-Small rug
375 MAIN STREET.
BOCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 77
person
10-Female relative
55-A compass point
26-tf
44-Felines
12-Acquire knowledge
(abbr.)

1

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

The Social Seculty Act of 1935
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
was the most comprehensive social
A devotional meeting will be held
welfare program ever legislated into Sunday at 1.30 in |the Finnish
being.
Church.

(From the Office of Owen Brewster, U. S. S.)

For several weeks the Rivers and
Harbors
Subcommittee of the ComI
! mittee on Commerce has had under
J consideration the Rivers and Har
bors Bill which in detail was ap
proved by the Commerce Committee
and reported favorably to the Sen
ate.
Final action on this bili is
now in order There are five major
projects for which surveys liave al
ready been completed plans per
fected. and costs estimated upon de
tails furnished by the Chief of the
Engineers of the War Department
under whos direction the improve
ments are to be made.
The projects ready for construct
ion within six months after the close
of World War 11 are:
Northeast Harbor: This is a pro
ject to furnish Maine with a commercia land yachting facility and
will be the only one of its kind east
of Marblehead The improvement
will be made by dredging to a seven
foot depth an anchorage area con
tiguous to the existing natural har
bor which in turn will be dredged
to a depth of 10 feet at an estimat
ed cost of $94,500 with an annual
maintainence in the neighborhood
cf $1,000
Isle Au Haut Thoroughfare: This
is an improvement designed to ben
efit local fishing fleets and to be
come a harbor of refuge for tran
sient fishing and yachting craft.
The channel will be diug to a depth
cf six feet at mean low water, sev
enty- five feet wide and approxi
mately twelve hundred feet long at
an estimated cast of $24,090
Hendricks Harbor: This project
will greatly increase the effective
ness and safety of general small
boat navigation and also increase
the usefulness of the harbor.
It
provides an entrance channel thirty
feet wide and nine feet deep at
mean low water. The estimated
cost is $6,900.
Portland Harbor: This improve
ment increases the channel and the

natural depths in the anchorage
areas in Casco Bay where larger
vessels nr.*w come in for foreign
trade and where coastwise coal and
oil traffic cannot safely anchor.
The anchorage area will be dredged
to a depth of thirty-five feet for an
area cf about one hundred seventy
area northwest of House Island. Tire
estimated cost of this improvement
Is $780009, with an annual maintairence estimated at $10,000.
Also included in the BUI are
authorizations for several surveys
including Beals Harbor; Blue Hill
Harbor; Macks Point; Searsport;
with a view to the construction of
a harbor; iScarboro River between
Prcuts Neck and Pine Point; Bunganuc Creek; Maquoit Bay; Cathance River; Winterport Harbor;
Cundys Harbor; 'Woods Island Har
bor; and the pool at Biddeford for
a continuous waterway between
Portland, Maine and Boston, inland
wherever possible.
After these
projects were included in the Com
mute report, an additional request
was received by Senator Brewster
from Boothbay Harbor for a project
to improve shipping facilities in the
Mill Cove area This is a follow
up project to the dredging of the
main harbor and channel some few
years ago. This is designed prin
cipally to serve the fishing industry.
These surveys will be made six
months after the close of the War
and should result in definite rec
ommendation and Congressional
action so as to include these im
provements in the post-war pro
gram for Maine These additional
projects when authorized will prob
ably add several hundred thousand
dollars to the allocations now ready
for construction
Senator Brewster was one of the
active members of the Senate Com
merce Committee in the drafting
of the legislative bill covering the
entire country for the river and har
bors improvement.

SWAN’S ISLAND

STONINGTON

Mi-, and Mrs. Melvin Bridges and
two children arrived Tuesday from
Torrington, Conn., to visit her perents. Mr. and Mrs. William Holmes.
Mr Bridges returned Saturday as
he has been inducted into the Army.
Mrs. Bridges and children will re
main here for a time.
Man ford Smith of Presque Isle
arrived Saturday to reside with his
mother Mrs. Flora Smith. He will
engage in carpentry.
Mrs. Nina Sprague who is em
ployed! at Knox Hospital, is spend
ing a ten-day vacation at her form
er home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Sprague, son
Myron, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Sprague and Janice Sprague were
here for the holiday.
The Methodist Ladies Aid met
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Mary
Trask, a banquet being given for the
winning side in a contest. Guests
were in costume and tables were
decorated in patriotic motif. The
Methodist women presented a sur
prise Maybasket last Friday to Mrs.
Gretchen Hall.
A dinner was given Wednesday in
honor of the 88th birthday of Mrs.
Viola Stockbridge, at the home of
her son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge. She
received many gifts and flowers.
Present were Marguerite Staples,
Marion Staples and Hazel Staples.

NORTH HAVEN
The seventh t.nnual banquet of
the High School Alumni will be
he’.J June fl at 7.30 at the Grange
hall. Annual dims, 25 cents pay
able to H. S Beverage, Sec -Treas.
—adv.
44-45

Is

The history of liberty
a history
of the limitation of governmental
power, not the increase of it. When
ws resist, therefore, the concentra
tion of power, we are resisting the
processes of death, because concen
tration of power is what always pre
cedes the destruction of human lib
erties.—Woodrow Wilson.

wwim/e

Rev. Robert Car’.t of Portsmouth,
j N. H. was recent guest of Rev.
Harry Carle.
Emma Gross is nome from Bath
' where she passed the Winter.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Curtis arc in Cor
nish. Their son, Bradoury Davis,
tecently went to Portland for his
Navy examination.
Mrs. Lavinia Gross and grand
son of Rockland are visiting Mis.
Alberta Stinson.
The baccalaureate sermon was
given Sunday at the Opera House
by ,Rev. Marion J Bradshaw. D. D.
Mrs. Norman Parker anti Cheryl
Parker have returned to Little Deer
Isle after visiting Mrs. Ivan Gross.
Addie Sullivan of Eastport has
been visiting Mrs. Vivian ltobbms.
Mrs. Francis Blake of Litcnileld,
Conn., is at her Summer home here
Mae Boyce and Lillian Joyce have
returned from a trip to Texas.
Mrs. George Blastow is employed
by Mrs. Arlie Welch.
Supt. and Mrs. Paul Brown and
daughter Jane were visitors Satur
day in Bangor.
Mrs. Annia Richards passed the
week-end with friends in Vinal
haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Bridges of
Torrington, Conn., recently called
on Mrs. Flora Sturdee enroute to
Swans Island.
Mr. and iMrs. Paul Billings are
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William Billings.
Mrs. Clara Hamblen Is home after
passing the Winter with her daugh
ter. Mrs. Gleason Flye in Northeast
Harbor.
A party was held Saturday for
Judy Lee Nason at the home of her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Carter, in honor of her fifth birth
day. Guests were Anita. Kenneth,
and Sytoil Sturdee, Anita and Judy
Cousins. David, Sarah and Velma
Robbins, Harriet Eaton, Marilyn
and Lynice Rice, Verna and Wal
lace Gross and Helen Welch. Zetta
Sturdee and Geneva Shephard as
sisted in arrangements and serving

douak

TENANT’S HARBOR

FICHTIMC

Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smalley of
Wollaston, (Mass., spent the holiday
with Mr and Mrs. Eugene Smalley
and Mrs. Smalley’s (parents.

WAR BONDS-STAMPS

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
SUPER

ffS
A*

YOULL
YOU
LL SAVE

MONEY AND TIME IF YOU

CONFINE YOUR FOOD
SHOPPING TO YOUR

F/RST NATIONAL
mi dmt/war TO
m/tutm nmbmds!
With the Fifth War Bend
Drive starting June 12, it’s
not tee seen te think about
saving every penny you
can.

Start today te save the
FIRST NATIONAL way
and BUY A BOND

READY TO EAT

FRESH NATIVE

HAMS

1ROILERS

PRACTICALLY NO WASTS

TENDER-YOUNC

LB

LB------ —C

I

In Packages and Tea Bags at Your Grocer's

LB

LB

LB

FANCY PLUM

FRANKFORTS

PICNICS

SMOKED

MACKEREL
HADDOCK

FRESH

FRESH NATIVE

EGGS
LARCESIZE-Crade A

LB

FLORIDA BABIJUICE
LARCE SIZE

IQ
14

DOZ

TURNIPS P.E.I YELLOW 2 LBS. 9*
3bchsJ5«
RADISHES native
ONIONS
NEW TEXAS
3
1SC
Oil
TOMATOES redrip£ CELLO
PKG A a
CAfcftGTS SWEET TENDER 2 BCHS17*

41‘

DOZ

IB

FRESH DRAWN

ORANGES

SPINACH

SPONCE
LAYER
CAKE
2 CAKES IN
CARTON

3

fresh natve

lbs

25e

BUTTER
12 POINTS PER POUND

FANCY

».19‘

LB

FRESH

CREAMERY

PLEASE BRING BACK EMPTY TONIC BOTTLES
TONIC BOTTLES ARE SCARCE DUE TO THE WAR
PLEASE COOPERATE AND RETURN

PEANUT BUTTER
CORN FLAKES WHITE SPRAY
FINAST-CALIFORNIA
BAKED BEANS
PEA BEANS
RITZ CRACKERS NABISCO
PINEAPPLE FINAST-SLICED HAWAIIAN
FRUIT COCKTAIL RICHMOND
STANDARD-RIPE
TOMATOES
WHOLE BEETS MAYTIME BRAND

2LB
JAR J O
8OZ e«
PKC
J
28 OZ 1 Ct
CAN I J
I LB
PKC
30-OZ
C{
CAN A J
16-OZ 1 Oc
CAN I O
19 OZ lit
CAN I I
16 OZ 4 "Yc
JAR I /

NEVER PRE-CkOUMD
WHAT A DIFFERENCE FRESH CROUND
COFFEE MAKES-THE NEARER COFFEE
IS CROUND TO COFFEE MAKING
TIME THE BETTER COFFEE YOU MAKE

KYBO COFFEE

2,

MED PKGS

LARGE
PKG.

SALADA'
TEA

~ C

“

PORK
PORK LOINS NICE
TO ROAST
PORK CHOPS CENTER
CUTS

DUZ
The Quality Leader

MARKETS

Suatiti,

OXYDOL

19e

2 MED PKGS 19C

23‘

LARGE
PKG.

CUEST IVORY

2 bars

9c

MED

BAR

23‘

NIBLETS

IVORY
ALL PURPOSE SOAP

2b^s51‘

BRAND

’

WHOLE KERNEL CORN
12-OZ
CAN

C

331 Main Street
PARKING FOR SHOPPERS IN REAR OF STORE

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday
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Mrs. George Cross.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Stone andi
Mrs. Josephine W. Stone motored
to Brunswick Wednesday to attend
funeral services for the latter Mrs.
Stone’s sister, Mrs. Alice Wall Jor- i
' dan. They were accompanied by
Mrs. Harold E. Watts, who had been i
their guest for the weekend and ,

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

ft ft ft ft

ft ft ft ft

E A. OHAMPNEY
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft

MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft ,

Tel. 222B

Tel. 2340

Is Well Officered

Camden Committee For Eco
nomic Development Headed
By Mr. Avery And
Mrs. Foxwel,

Mary Mosenthal of Montclair. N.
J., is home from Skidmore College
Miss Ruth Robinson of Mechanic for the Summer vacation.
street entertained the "6-’43” Club
Wednesday night for social evening
Ms. Yvonne McMahon and Mrs..
and refreshments. The next meet Geneva McMahon spent the week
ing will be at the Blackman cot end and holiday in Brewer where
tage at Cooper’s Beach. Those pres they were guests cf Mr. and Mrs.
ent were Mrs. Josephine Buckmin- Robert Irvine.
‘ ster Jones and the Misses Madelyn
McConchie, Kathleen Blackman,
Mr and Mrs. John E Dodge, Sr.,
Barbara Wocd. Virginia Foster and 1 Mr. and Mrs. Milton P. Sturges of
Miss Robinson.
Newton Highlands, Mass., and Mr
and Mrs. Dodge’s grandson. John
Isidore Schwartz of Roxbury, Dodge of Smyrna, Tenn., are at the
Mass., announces the engagement Dodge Summer home at Spruce
of his daughter. Dorothy
R. Head Island. Mrs John E. Dodge,
Schwartz to Pvt. E. Allen Gordon, Jr., of Smyrna, Tenn., is visiting
son of Morris Gordon, T street, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Wes
Rockland. Private Gordon, former ley Oliver in Rockland.
ly employed as a shoe salesman in
Dorchester, is stationed at Fort
Commander and Mrs. James A
Jackson, S. C.
Lewis and family of Portland, were
weekend and holiday guests of Mr.
A surprise going away party was and Mrs. Ralph A .Smith, Summer
given Saturday night for Bert street.
Vanorse who left Monday for the
Naval Receiving Center, He was
Mrs Lorin Bowley of North Main
presented with many useful gifts street returned Wednesday after
and a sum of money. Those at spending five weeks with her hus
tending were: Mr. and Mrs. Ken band in Lebanon, Tenn. He is with
neth Feyler, Mr. and Mrs. Clay the 245th Engineers’ Combat Bat
ton Keizer, Pauline and Clayton talion .
Keizer, Jr., Kenny and Valerie
Feyler, Kenneth Smith, Lucy Mae
MaoLaughlin and Ethel Smith. In TALK OF THE TOWN
vited but unable to attend were:
The Knox County Poultry Im
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wall, Grace provement Association meets Mon
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Walker day at 8 p. m. With H A. Emmons,
and Mr. and Mrs. William Smith.
Warren. Speaker, George E Cole
man, poultry breeder from Bruns
Mr and Mrs. Clarence W. Munsey wick. All poultrymen invited.
have bought the Berman two-apart
ment hcuse at 23 and 25 Maple
Joseph E. Blaisdell, principal of
street, and are occupying the apart the High School, announces the fol
ment recently vacated by Mrs. lowing new members of the National
Myrtle Perry who has bought and Honor Society: Pauline Havener,
is living at her former home on Richard Stevens, Fred E. Allen,
Willow street. Wilfred Mullen and Onni Kangas. Lincoln E. McRae, Jr.,
family are occupying the apartment and Joan Look, seniors; and Mar
on Summer street, vacated by the garet Jackson, Betty. Hempstead.
Munseys.
Vina Delmonico, Sandra Hallowell
and Albert Havener, juniors. The
Miss Marion Webb has received initiation will be June 15.
much social attention during her
10-days’ visit with Mrs. Elizabeth
Claremont Commandery, K. T
Knowlton. Miss Webb returns to of Rockland, Camden Commandery
her home in Boston tomorrow.
of Camden, Palestine Commandery
of Belfast and De Valois Com
Mr. and Mrs. H. Nelson Mc mandery of Vialhaven will unite
Dougall, who have been visiting in an outing at Vinalhaven Sunday
thfcir daughter, Mrs. John H. Mc- June 25, with the Belfast and
loon, have returned to Portland.
Rocklahd bands along.

Social Matters

The appointment of Avery Math
Mrs. Lizzie A. Eddy of Danforth
Another A.T.R craft—the fifth
Mayflower Temple P. S., will meet holiday.
i
was
guest
Tuesday
of
Mrs.
D.
A.
tc be launched and fitted out at the eson as community chairman, and
tonight at 7 o'clock.
Mrs. Ernest L. Montgomery, who
httmoTC
Camden yard, (was commissioned Mrs. Betty Fcxwell, executive sec
Miss Laura E. Meservey died May has been with her daughter and ;
Monday,
but unlike its four prede retary of the Camden Committee
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
E.
Libby
31 at the home of H. L. Ulmer, son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Erman
of
Manchester,
N.
H.
are
at
their
cessors
which
were turned over o for Economic Development has been
Rockland. She was born Sept. 17. Lamb for nine months in Nutley, i
Amsbury
Hill
camp
for
the
wees.
’
.
he
British
Navy
this one will fly announced by John L. Baxter,
1871, daughter of Fred Meservey and N J., has returned home. She was ,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Haining ajid the American flag. In traditional State Director of this National
Ellen O'Neil of this town. Services accompanied by Miss Jennie Moody
were held Friday at Davis Funeral of Newton Highlands, Mass., who daughter Linda of Bath were week ceremonies the big craft was turned Pest War Planning organization.
Home, Rev. H. F. Leach officiating. will remain for the Summer.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Byron over to the Navy by company offi
Mi-. Matheson who has retired
cials and Capt Russell S Hitch from active business brings a
Burial was in the town cemetery.
Miss Grace Paulsen represented Haining.
Sgt. William Robinson returned the Baptist Choral Society as piMrs. Nellie R. Ballard has re- cock of Bath, supervisor of Ship wealth of expedience to this import
Monday night to West Hampton ano soloist at the concert of the turned to Sanford after spending building fcr the iNavy in Maine, ant jcb. He is now a resident of
read the orders turning the ship Oamden and during the first World
Beach, long Island, N Y., after a State Music Clubs Convention in a few days in town.
over
to Lt. Leonard T. Switzer ci War was manager of a large chem
few days visit at home?
Rockland. MLss Paulsen played A
Francis Gilbert of Utica, N. Y.,
New
Jersey,
who immediately set ical plant manufacturing war ma
Mr. and Mrs John Lawler of la Bien-amiee by Schutt. Miss Mar is spending a short vacation in town.
the
watch
and
began ithe log of the terials, then preslcfent and manager
South Portland were recent callers jorie Cushing was the soloist at the
Mrs. Edih Braun and mother, new craft.
of his own Export and Import
Friday morning session, her num Mrs. Evans of Philadelphia have
on their aunt, Mrs. Olive Keizer.
Cpl H. Robert Monroe writes Company, president of a large New
Weymouth Grange will have a bers being Ter.dr^Aveu, Shutt and arrived at Rosemary for the season.
from
overseas that he was recently York real estate concern, and until
Valse
,Brillante
by
Mana-Zucca.
dinner Wednesday noon at the
Mrs. A. H. Chatfield of Cincinnati
awarded
anoher ribbon with two his retii^ment two years ago was
Miss
Cushing
and
Miss
Paul

Grange hall.
is expected to arrive Monday for Oak Leaf Clusters.
an executive of 'Afga Ansco Film
sen appeared in a piano duo, Valse
Mrs. Annie Mank has returned
the Summer.
by Arensky at the round table lunch
Miss Betty Jane Wasgatt, daugh Corporation of Binghamton, N. Y.,
home after a week’s visit with her
The
Red
Cross
rooms
will
be
eon Friday at the Thorndike Ho
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Wasgatt and Toronto, Canada.
granddaughter, Mrs. Gladys ForMrs. Foxwell is (well known
tel. The brilliant and artistic work open Tuesday afteroon and evening is ill at her home on Pearl street.
bus in South Portland.
of these talented young pianists was for work on sur^ical Lessings,
throughout
the entire State as the
The Young People's Fellowship
Miss Pauline Burnham and her highly commended by many musi- ' The Baptsit Ladies’ Circle will
held a picnic supper Wednesday at Executive Secretary of the Cam
eister Florine and Miss Everol El cians attending the convention meet next Wednesday with Mrs,
den Chamber of Commerce and has
Sagamore Park.
well, who have been employed at from various parts of the State.
Christie Whitney.
Camden Diamondeers met the been active in promoting Camden
Miami Beach, Fla., the past several
Members of the Baptist Choral
Miss Lois Burns is at home from Lincoln Academy nine Wednesday affairs for many years.
months returned home Sunday.
Society joined the Rubinstein Club Tougaloo, Miss, for the Summer on the Camden field. Williams
Camden is the tenth town in
The We Two Club thet Monday at the memorial service held at season.
smashed a home run with two on to Maine to organize a community
night at the Federated Church with the convention of the State Feder
The Trytohelp Club will meet put Camden in front 8-6 in the last commttee for Economic Develop
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carroll and ation of Music Clubs. Excerpts from
Monday with Mrs. Hazel Wood of the eighth. Camden held the ment and under the leadership of
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Grafton as Gaul’s Holy City were given, di
lead in the ninth but the game is Mr. Matheson and Mrs. Foxwell,
ward. Glen Cove.
host. A supper was served and the rected by Mrs. Grace M Strout.
A farewell reception was given being protested by Lincoln Academy active planing fcr Post War period
evening was spent socially. Others Participating from the Baptist
Monday night at the home of Miss because of a decision on the infield
in the group were Mr. and Mrs. Ed Choral Society were Misses Nellie Marion Weidman' "for" (Rev. and 1 fly rule and the game is in doubt at in Camden and surrounding towns
will be gotten underway immedi
gar Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Tibbetts, Margaret Simmons, Hope
Mrs. F. Ernest Smith (with a goodly the present time
ately. The other towns which are
Knights and Mr. and Ms. Forrest Paulsen, Joanne Vinal and RayA class of nine received First Holy
urnber present. Songs were given by
new
organized include Rumford,
Stone.
mond K. Greene, incidental solo- | Ernest Crockett, a sum of money Communion Sunday at the Church Portland, Lewiston-Auburn, Water
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams and ist. This group also assisted in j presented! by Mrs. Emma Torrey. of Our Lady of Good Hope, with
ville, Rocklandi, Norway, Brunswick,
Mrs. Flank Beverage cf Malden and singing the invocation
preceding Refreshments were served by mem- the pastor. Rev. James F. Savage, Augusta, and Westtorcok.
Jane Peno of Westfield, Mass., re the banquet at Hotel Rockland and
as celebrant of the Mass. Those
of the Junior Ladies’ Aid.
Similar committees are functionwho received the Sacrament were:
turned home Tuesday after being formed a unit of the State Chorus
The G. W. Club will hold a picnic
weekend holiday guests ' of Mr. which was featured at the Friday Thursday at the home of Miss Ma- Mary Lou Atkins, Sheila Donovan,
Elizabeth Galanti, Teresa Nuccio, classes Sundays and Fridays after
and Mrs. Bernard Robinson.
evening concert, under the direction
Filomena
Tranquillo, Leo Rivard. school at the church.
Mrs. J. Russell IDavis and daugh of Miss Ruth Douglas, Director of
on Knox street. There is to be a Lisle Sicotte, Bruce Young and
Miss Beatrice Campion of Mass
ter Linda who have been guests of Choral Music at Mt. Holyoke Col
dance (after the supper to which the Donald Young. These children re achusetts, is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Paul Taylor in Wash lege.
public" is invited. Music will be ceived instructions from Sister Richard Damery of Belmont Avenue.
ington, D. C., returned home Tues
Miss Mary Richards was the pi furnished by Charles Woodcock.
Memorial Day services were held
Mary Martin, who, with two other
day.
ano soloist at the buffet suppper
in
the Opera House Tuesday follow
Sisters of the Atonement, conducts
Alice F. Jordan
Mrs. Robert L. Wolfe and Mrs.
tendered the opening night of the
ing the parade. The Glee Club sang
Lauwrence Sanborn were hostesses State Federation of Music Clubs ' Friends ,of Alice F. Jordan will
several appropriate songs; Miss
to We-Wa-Wi Club Monday even Convention held in Rockland last j be saddened to hear of her death rion Weidman.
Frances Leonard sang, “Rose Of No
Miss Mary Louise Welker, ac
ing at the home cf ths former’s week. Miss Richards gave an ex- May 29 in Brunswick. She was
Honored War Dead
Man’s Land”; Robert Clancy gave
companied
by her rocm-mate, Miss
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon E. cepticnally fine rendition of the born at [Cushing Qept. 113, 1875,
Memorial /Day was observed in the “Gettsburg Address” and Rev.
Achorn Games were played and re- j Chopin Polonaise, Opus 4Q No. 2. j daughter of Abbie F. and1 Alanson this manner: Line of march, led Henry Beukelman speke on the
freshments were served. Those who ; The Memorial Day parade formed L. Wall. The family moved here by the Camden High School Band, meaning of Memorial Day. The lng throughout the entire State
attended were: Mrs. H. F. Flagg, the at the h€ad of'Knox £treet led by when she *was 13 years old. She left the G.AjR. hall at 2 o'clock band played “The Star Spangled and the organization is national in
supervisor and Mrs. Roche, Mrs Walter O Hastings. US. Coast was married to Charles M. Jordan proceeding to the bridge where Banner” and “America”.
scope. It is headed toy the coun
in
1893,
moving
to
Brunswick
about
Robert Hill, Mrs. John MalquLst, Guard. Rockland State Guard Com
Officers elected Wednesday at the try’s leading business and research
flowers in honor cf the sailor dead
Mrs. Robert Mitchell, Mrs. Hazen pany, Cline's Heli Cats, Owl's 34 years ago,, where she resided were strewn on the water by two annual meeting of the Sodality of men and the general chairman is
Cook. Mrs. James Rand and Miss Head, Legion andGirl Scouts were until' her death.
Gold Star mothers, Mrs. Inez Our Lady of Good Hope, were: Pre Paul G. Hoffman, Pres, of the
She
is
survived
toy
heT
husband,
Gwendolyn Barlow.
Carleton and (Mrs. Annie Bucklin fect, Miss Anne Crynes; vice prefect, Studebaker Corp. The country is
in line. The Spanish War Veterans
Mrs. Pauline Duffy; secretary, Mrs. divided into the Federal Reserve
James A. Gillchrest, Jr., who is and ministers rede in cars. Prayers Charles M. Jordan, two daughters, and a group of school children.
attending Williston Academy at were given at the soldiers’ monu Mildred1 E. Jordan bf Camden, N.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Philip Margaret Connelly; treasurer, Mrs. districts with a chairman for each
J.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Friedman
of
Easthampton, Mass., the past year, ment then 'they marched back to
Tolman. From there the line pro Emma Windvand. The spiritual district and this m turn is broken
arrived home Monday and will pass the Honor Roll where prayers were South Braintree, Mass.; cne son ceeded to the Village Green for director, Rev. A. D. Gillis, gave a down into States and from there
a three weeks vacation after which made, then to the cemetery. Rev. Harold L. cf Topsham; two sisters, the unveiling of the new monu- brief talk cn the essential principles into communities. Mors than 1500
he will return to Williston for the H. IF. iLeach and Dr. H. W. Flagg Mrs. Josephine Stone of Thomas men for soldiers of all wars. Prayer of approved literature.
community (committees have al
Pvt.
Leslie
Ames
returned
to
ton
and
Mrs.
Harold
E.
Watts
of
Summer session.,
ready been formed (representing
was offered by Rev. F. Ernest Smith
I
offered the prayers.
Camp
Pickett
last
Friday after some 75% cf the country's total
Belmont,
Mass
and
live
grand
chil

Sgt. Joseph Cross, who is sta
of
the
Methodist
Church.
A lobster supper is to be given
tioned at Fort Williams, Portland, for the employers of the J. B. dren.
The (ribbon unveiling the stone passing a furlough with his parents, employment.
Funeral services were held Wed was pulled toy Mrs. Cacilda Cain Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Ames.
recently visited his parents, Mr. and l Pearson Co. tonight at the sail-loft
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cookson and
nesday at the Stetson funeral home who then told the story of her
Here’s a Speedy Relief For
daughters. Shirley and Lois passed
ui Brunswick.
struggles to obtain tiie necessary
TENDER ACHING
money for the purchase of the mon holidays in Brooks.
Church News
Mrs Melvin H. Derr, Jr., and in
Mass will be celebrated at St. ument. In 1929 Mrs: Cain, now 84 fant son. Melvin 111 returned to
. BURNING FEET
, James Catholic Church Sunday at years of age, conceived the idea and their home Monday.
Emerald Oil Must Give Com
sa’ted a campaign for fur,ns to
! 9 o'clock.
plete Satisfaction or
Pfc. Mary Hatch U. S. M C„ who
Services at St. John's Episcopal sect 1 e the mere dial witli tnn help b. stationed in Virginia, is passing a
Money Back
| Church will be at 8 o'clock Sunday cf ncr daughter, Mrs. Emma TorYour feet may be so puffed up and
furlough at the home of her parents Inflamed that you think you can't go
j morning.
icy and a short t;.nc ago tae neces
another step. Your shoes may feel as
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hatch.
If they are cutting right Into the flesh.
Sunday School at the Federated sary funds were secured and the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Horton have You feel sick all over with the pain
Church Sunday morning (at 9.45. stone purchased.
and
torture and pray for quick relief.
received word that their son Al What's
to be done?
Remarks were made by Rev.
[Service at 11 o'clock, subject “Hope
Two or three applications of Moone’s
bert E Horton, Jr., has arrived
Emerald Oil and In 15 minutes the
' and Confidence.” [Anthem, "The Helen Overman and Arthur K safely in England
THESE ARE “GET READY” DAYS
pain and soreness disappears. A few
Walker,
Chairman
of
the
Board
of
Heavens Declare the Glory of God.”
applications at regular intervals
Mr. and Mrs. Ormand! Hopkins more
Our Store Is Filled With The Hundreds Of Practical Articles
and you are on the road to solid foot
by Holton. Evening services at 7 Selectmen.
and children, Joan and Earle are Comfort.
And Tools Essential To Spring Time And Summer
The line then proceeded to the
o'clock in charge of the Women's
No matter how discouraged you have
In Every Home
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. been
with powders, foot baths and
Missionary Society, subject, “The town hall where the balance of the Guy Cucinotta of Belmont Avenue. other
applications, if you have not
tried Emerald Oil then you have
day's program 'was then given:
Inspiration of Worship.’’
Miss Harriett Thomas, daughter something to learn.
Services at the Baptist Church Aadress by Earle Achorn, songs oy of Mr. and Mrs. George Thomas of
zz:
So good Ls Emerald Oil that thou
sands of bottles are sold annually to
begin with Sunday School at 9.45; Ernest Crockett and Helen Young
Bay View street celebrated her sev help clear away soft corns and cal
w
louses.
morning services at 11; subject , and selections by the band. Color
enth birthday with a group of her
good dixiggist sells Emerald
"Christian Symbols, the Chalice,’’ was added to the line toy several friend’ Wednesday night after school OilEvery
satisfaction guaranteed or money
KITCHEN KNlt( _
back. You pay a little more for Em
Incidental solo, Miss Margaret members cf Fred A. Norwood, Those present were Nancy Harmon. erald
K’ z7
Oil but Oh, Boy! the results you
Simmons; Organ Prelude, "Parsi WiR.C. in costume, Mrs. Effie [Salis Pattie Parker, Emily Randlett, Ruth get—it's worth it.
A**.
fal,” by Wagner; anthems, “If He bury, Margaret Wood, Barbara
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Young, Julia Spear, Sandra Good
BALLOON
Loves Me” toy Simper; “The Seven Wentworth. Alma Haining, Marion
WHEREAS, Jonathan Norton
of
win, and Keryn Laite.
South Thomaston, in the County of
Last Words,” bby Dubois, baritone Harrison, Beatrice Rider and
BIKE TIRE
Robert Kennedy Sic U. S. Navy Knox antt State of Maine, by his mort
solo by Raymond K. Greene. Eve Madolin (Hopkins. Mrs. Cacilda
gage deed dated October B4th. 1932.
U. S. Chain Tread 26x2.125. A
has returned after passing a fur and recorded in Knox County Regis
7-Pc.
CUTLERY
SET
ning services at 7 o'clock, subject, Cain Iwas commander of the day.
first quality tire at a low price. These assorted knives will fill
try of. Deeds, Book 242. Page 18. con
lough with his parents on Mechanic veyed
to the Undersigned F. L. 8
‘God's Power at Work In Human Fred Marshall acted as marshal and
every need in the kitchen.
$2.29 each
Morse of Thomaston in said County
street.
,
Fine qualitj- and sharp edges.
Lives.” Monday, Senior Choir re those in line were members of the
and State, A certan lot or parcel of
land, with the buildings thereon, be
SET, each ..... ............ $4.98
hearsal. Tuesday, Boys' handcraft Coast Guard *under Lt. Cleveland
ing the homestead farm of the said
class.
Ashael A Norton, situated cn the
Sleeper, Jr., veterans of the Span
West side of the Highway leading from
ish War, World War Veterans,
South Thomaston village to Seal
Harbor village. In said County.
:
Small business is prospering, and members Of the W.R. c., school
AND. WHEREAS, the condition of
so are ail retailers

, HAHOsHOOSt
gLEANE

FLASH
HAND SOAP

House and hand cleaner re
moves d;rt. grease and grime
easily. Cleans everything cleanable! Pets. pans, sinks, ice
boxes, oilcloth, etc. Just the
thing for defense workers.

29c

ures are at an all-time low.

0

TROUSERS

BOYS “Speedy” CART

USED CARS BOUGHT AlWSOLD

WITH RUBBER TIRES
Large Size 23x13” 8” Wheels

$7.98

This well made wooden wagen
with its rubber tires will please
any boy. Natural wood finish
with bright red trimmings.

MRIN ST HARDWARES
441 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

1934

Terraplane

1936

Ford

1939
1938

Chevrolet
Cadillac

1936

Ford

—AT—

$150.00
225.00
795.00
995.00
100.00

REDUCED PRICES

$3.88 TO $7.88

ECONOMY

1LINK’S TRAILER S.UES

PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE /Sei>

"FORMERLY VEAZIE i"

WHITE

department.

FLANNEL

FLOOR SANDER FOR RENT

■

Business fail- children and members of the fire

neo
,

61 Park St.,

Tel. 1266

Rockland
40-tf

CLOTHES SHOP
|J

ROCKLAND,

MAINE
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land Servicemen's Club, benefittin’g the cluto, will be held in Com
munity Building Monday nighl
from 880 to midnight. Music wilijl
be by the Coast Guard orchestra.
Miss Betty Dority is in charge of
tickets distributed to all hostesses.

Rockledge Inn at Spruce Head,
made famous down through the
years by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Maker, has a number of guests this
early, with promise of a busy sea
son.
Tire dance scheduled for Saturday
at Glover Hall in Warren, auspices
of Union Farmers Trading Club, has
been postponed.

WARREN
Though the cases are reported
light after-effects of this disease
are sometimes serious. For this
reason parents are asked to co-op
erate with the Board of Health in
the seven-day plan of keeping their
children on their home premises.
This plan started May 31.
The dance scheduled for Saturday
at Glover hall under auspices of
Union Farmers’ Trading Club, has
been postponed.

:l

Mrs. Alice Babb
Mass., is visiting Mi|
Frank L. Newbert.
Visit Lucien K. Gre
W second floor, 18 Schooll
• Fellows Block, City, fc
Coats and Cloth Coats
prices.

'5£V'-

Probate Notices

STATE OF MAINE
To (all persons interested in either or
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held nt Rock
land. in and for the County off Knox,
on the sixteenth day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty-four, and by ad
journment from day te day from th?
sixteenth day of said' May. The fol
lowing matters having been presented>«Tor the action thereupon herein
after Indicated it is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a cop/
of this order to be published three
week's successively In The Courier-Ga
zette, a newspaper published at Rock
land. in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at . said (Rockland on the twentieth
da1 *of June, A D. 1944. at nine o'clock
In ’the forenoon, and (be heard thereon
if they see cause.
NATHANIEL CARROLL, late of
Rockport, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof, asking that^
the same may be proved and allowed.#
and that Letters Testamentary issue
to Jesse T. Carroll of Rockland, he befng the executor named therein, with
out bond.
ALDANA C SPEAR, late off Rock
land; deceased. Will and Petition for
Prebate thereof, asking that ithe
same may be proved and allowed, and
that Letters Testamentary issue to
Katharine Spear Low otf Owls Head,
she (being the executrix named therein,
without bond.
ESTATE ULYSSES |G MERRIFIELD,
late of Hope, deceased. Petition for
Administration asking that Arthur F.
Merrifield of Hope, or some other suit
able person, be appointed adminis
A well baby' clinic 'wwill be held trator,
without bond.
Monday afternoon from 2 to 4 at
ESTATE HERBERT H SPEAR, late
the roms of Ithe Rockland District of Rockland, deceased. Petition lor
Adrrflnistration asking that Arthur F.
Nursing Association. Dr. Freeman Spear of Waldoboro, or some other
(person, (be appointed admin
F. Brown will be in attendance at suitable
istrator without bond.
4 o'clock for inoculations arid vac
ESTATE LEWIS B. HERZOG, late of
Stepney, Connecticut, deceased Petl- *
cinations.
tion for Administration asking that *
Florence Hope Herzog of Philadelphia,
A dance, sponsored) by the Rock- Pennsylvania, or some other suitable
person, be appointed administratrix,
without bond.
JOSEPH W BRYANT, late
Notices of Appointment of ESTATE
Union, deceased. Petition for Ad
I. Willis R. Vinal, Register of Probate ministration
asking that Bertha A.
for the County of Knox, in the State Bryant of Union,
or som e other
of Maine, hereby certify that in the suitable
person, be appointed adminis
following estates the persons were ap tratrix. with
bond.
pointed Administrator and qualified
Guardians and Conservators and on
ESTATE LEWIS A. AREY of Owl's
the dates hereinafter named:
Head
First and' Final Account pre
CHARLES F BAIRD, late of North sented for allowance by Gerald U.
Haven, deceased. lAprll 27. 1944. Nel Margeson, Guardian.
lie F. Baird of North Haven, was ap
ESTATE LUCY \A. VENNER. late of
pointed Administratrix, Without bond. Thomaston,
deceased. First Account
ALEXANDER MCDONALD, late pf presented for allowance by Gilbert
Rockland, deceased. April 29, 1944, Harmon, Administrator, d b.n.c.t a.
James S. Derby of Rockland, Was ap
ESTATE ETTA F. S. NOYES, late of
pointed Administrator and qualified
North Haven, deceased.
First and
by filing bond on same date.
Final
lAooount presented for allowance
SUSAN P. LUCE, late of 'Rockport, by Lenora
K Cooper, executrix.
deceased. April 25. (1944 Stanford L.
Luce of Hingham, Mass, was appointed
ESTATE JAMES L. McMANUS, late
executor, without bond
Jerome C of Warren, decea'-ed. First and Final a?
Burrows of Rockland was appointed Account presented for allowance by w
Agent in Maine.
Lottie B McManus, Executrix.
MINNIE C. O'BRIEN, late of War
ESTATE MARY E. CASE, late of
ren. deceased. May 16, 1944. George L.
OBrien of Warren was appointed Rockland, deceased. First and Final
Acount
p:e«ented for allowance by
executor. Without bond.
Charles F. Case, administrator.
'
WYMAN G HAWTHORNE, late of
ESTATE HAROLD O. LA YR. late of
Rockland, deceased. May 16. 1944. Har
riet E Hawthorne off Rockland was ap Union, deceased. First and Final Ac
pointed administratrix, without bond. count presented for allowance by
James L Dornan. administrator.
MARY T. LINEKIN. late of Thom
ESTATE BLANCHE E JOHNSON,
aston, deceased. May 16. 1944, Frank A
Linekin of Thomaston was appointed late of St. Oeorge. deceased. First
administrator, a'nd qualified by filing and Fina! Account presented for allow
ance by Arvld p. Johnson. Executor.
bond on same date.
I
ESTATE ASENATH A CRANE, late of
WILLIS SNOW, late of Rockland, de
Petition for Ad
ceased. May 16. 1944 Charles A. Tolman Warren, deceased
of Portsmouth. JN !H. iwas appointed ministration. d.b.n.c.t.a., asking that
administrator d.b.n.c.t a without bond William L. Gregory, of Rockland, or
Gilford B (Butler of South Thomaston some other suitable person, be ap
pointed
administrator,
d.b n.c.t.a.,
was appointed Agent in Maine.
t
CLEMENT T MOODY, late off War without Ibond.
ESTATE IGUISE L JONES of Thom
ren. deceased. May 16, 1944. Grace E
Williams of Warren was appointed ad aston. Petition for License to Sell cer
tain Real Estate situated In Warren
ministratrix without bond.
and Thomaston, and fully described in k
WALLACE M LITTLE, late of Rock said
presented by Thelma F. gl
land, deceased. May 16. 1944. Matle Jones,petition,
Guardian.
B. Little of Rockland was appointed
ESTATE ELLA D SHEBLBS. late of
executrix, without bond.
deceased. Petition for Con
AUGUSTA M. ROSS, late of Union Rockport,
of Successor Trustee, asking
deceased. May 16. 1944 Montel C Ross firmation
Clifford Meservey of Rockport,
of Waldoboro was appointed execu that
be confirmed' as Successor Trustee of
tor, without bond.
<
the estate (given in trust, under the
EDWARD E. RANKIN, late of Rock Wyi .for the use and' benefit ot Doro
land, deceased. May 16, 1944 Knott C thy Louise Field Meservey off Rockport.
Rankin and Walter |C. Ladd, both of Presented by Clifford! Meservey of
Rockland were appointed administra Rockport
tors. without bond.
ESTATE ELIZABETH C. SPEAR,
GEORGE P. KENNISTON late of late of Rockport, deceased. Petition
Warren, deceased May 16. 1944. Virgil E for Administration asking that Harold
Hills of Warren was appointed admin A. ®pear of Rockport, or some other
istrator, and qualified by filing bond suitable person, be appointed admin
on same date.
istrator. without bond.
C. FRED SIMMONS of Rockland
ESTATE FRANK W FLANDERS, late
May 19. 1944 Harold W Look of Rock of Rockport, deceased. Petition for
land was appointed Conservator and Administration asking that Flora A.
qualified by filing bond on same date. Flanders of Rockport, or some other
GEORGIE M. SNOW, late of South suitable person, be appointed adminis
Thomaston, deceased. May 16. 1944 tratrix. (without bond.
said mortgage has been broken.
Clarence
G. Snow of Revere, Massa
FRED K. ALLEN, late off Camden, de
NOW. THEREFORE, by reason of chusetts and
Carl !R. Snow of Berlin
the breach of the condition thereof, New Hampshire, were appointed execu ceased Will and petition for probate
I claim a foreclosure of said mort tors without bond Gilford B. Butler thereof, asking that the same may be4fc
and allowed and letter’ lesta- ■
gage.
of South Thomaston, Was appointed proved
Ternary Issue to Alden P Allen of
Dated at Rockland. Maine. May 22nd Agent in Maine.
Hope, he being the executor named
1944.
Attest: __
<
therein, without bond.
I
F.L. S. MORSE
WILLTS R VINAL, Register
ESTATE JAMES RILEY of B ,ckland.
42-F-46 —,44-F-48
deceased. Petition for administration
asking that Albert M. Riley of South
Portland or some other suitable per
son, be appointed administrator with
bond.
50,000 PLANTS
ESTATE ADA C BURPEE off RockFor a V ICTORI GARDEN, flower and vegetable plants such as Astors, landj Petition for license to sell cer
tain
real estate situated in Rockland.
Stocks, Zinnias, Marigolds, Lobelia, Petunias, Salpiglossis, Pansies, Forant
1
fully
described in said petition,
getmenots, Larkspur, Lupin, Columbine, White Alyssum, Calendulas, presented by
Frank F Harding, guar
Feverfew, Snapdragon Salvia, Bachelor Buttons, etc.
dian.
ESTATE CARLETON E WILLIAMSON
VEGETABLE PLANTS
of Rockland,, deceased.
First
Cabbage. Red Cabbage, Celery, Cauliflower, Sage, Sweet Peppers, Broccoli, late
and final account presented for al- *
Tomato, Lettuce, Cucumber, Parsnips, Squash, Onion, Chives, Asparagus, lowance by Elizabeth Williamson, ad- 1
mlqistratrix.
r
Hot Peppers, etc.
ESTATE
FRANCES
BERNICE
AMES'
Also Iron Window Boxes, Trellises, Bird Houses, Iron Rabbits, Vigoro, late of Vinalhaven, deceased First
Flower Vases. Plant Stakes, etc.
and, final account presented for al- V*
by Beulah (M Drew, execu- "
It’s going to be a hard struggle next winter so get your hoe and go to it. lowunce
trlx.
Most of these plants will sell for the same prices.
WITNESS. HARRY E WILBUR. EsJudge of Probate Court for
EDWIN A. DEAN
Knt* County. Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
TEL. 671-J
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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iWILLBS Jt VINAL, Register
44-F-48
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Social Matters
Mrs. Matilda Engleson, son Richlard. and daughter. Dorothy, have
Ireturned from a weeks’ visit with
Mr . and Mrs. Galon Dow in South
Portland

Mrs. Stephen Gould of Vinalhaven
has been the guest of Mrs. E K.
Gould, Masonic street, and upon her
return home Wednesday was acccn panied by Mrs. E. K. Gould,
who will visit in Vinalhaven a few
Mrs. Alice Babb of Winthrop, days.
I Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ann Karl and Miss Maizic
Frank L. Newbert.
Jcy were hostesses to the Ojlds and
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's Ends group Wednesday night. The
^second floor, 18 School street. Odd next meeting will be June 14 at 163
I Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur Limerock street, with Mrs. Muriel
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate Emery, Miss Madeline Philbrook
prices.
&tf and Miss Betty Beach, hostesses.

Mr. and Mrs. Galon Dow and
Mr. and Mrs. Carus T. Spear and'
daughers, Cecile and Norma, spent daughter. Mrs R J. Roberts, of
the week-end with Mr. and; Mrs. Banger, were in Rockland Monday
Harold Engleson, Mrs. Dow remain calling on friends.
ing until the end of this week.
Mrs. Leroy F Hussey of Augusta,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert L. Robbins State regent of the Maine Daugh
| of Water street, Rockland, and son ters of the American Revolution,
I Sgt John D. Rfjbbins and wife of Monday announced her State chair
Bostcn, spent holiday at "Snug men for the year 1944-45. They in
i Harbor" cottage on Spruce Head clude Mrs. Anne ISnow of Rockland
Island, enjoying' a lobster fchore as chairman cf the Knox Memorial.
Mrs Ralph Richards of Water
dinner. •
ville, fcrmerly of Rockland, was
Miss Mary Wasgatt of Boston, named chairman of good citizenship
was a guest over the holiday cf Mr. pilgrimage.
and 'Mrs. Harolld Leach.
Miss Marion Eaton, on her way to
W. Raymond Stewart, who has Northport to her home in Ridge
been a patient at Knox Hospital the wood, N. J., was overnight guest
past four months, is now at the Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
heme of his brother, George T. Daniels.
i Stewart, 85 Willow street.
Lloyd Snowdeal has returned
from a visit with his sister, Mrs.
John H Elms and family in Troy,
N. Y., and Sgt. and Mrs Joseph
Preslopski in Portsmouth, N. H.
j

SENTERwCRANE'S

Have You Heard About Our
Enlarged Dress Department?

ie Notices
OF MAINE
A
nterested ln either o
lafter named:

jurt held at Rockthe County of Knox,
dny of May, In the
. one thousand nine
ty-four. and by adlay to day from th?
said May. The fol
iating been presentn thereupon hereinls hereby ORDERED:
•roof be given to all
. by causing a copy
be published three
in The Courler-Galr published at Rockunty. that they maj
ate Court to be held
on the twentieth
1944, at nine o'clock
and (bo heard thereon

?ARROLL. late of
;d
Will and Petl
thereof, asking
proved and: allowed.
i'estamentary issue
of Rockland, he benamed therein, wlth-

Featuring Cottons up to
and Street Dresses up to

Our Stock Is already growing laiger and We Expect To Carry At Least

Twice Our Former Supply!

JUNIORS TO SUPER SIZES
Also Our Stock Of

DRESSES

$3.98

and

IEH O. MERRIFIELD.
ceased
Petition for
iking that Arthur F.
?. or some other suitappointed admlnlsond.
EtT H SPEAR, late
Petition

On The 4th Floor Is Almast Twice Its

Former Size. The Prices Can’t Be Beat

’EAR. late of IRockiVlll and Petition for
asking that ithe
ned and allowed, and
stamentary Issue to
Low of Owls Head.
:utrlx named therelh,

ceased

$15.50
$29.50

$4.98

x:

lor

iking that Arthur F.
aoro, or some other
oe appointed adminbond.
E. HERZOG, late of
lout, deceased. Petl- -»
stratlon asking that •
rzug of Philadelphia.
me other suitable
luted administratrix,

■H W BRYANT, late
Petition for AdIng that Bertha A.
>n, or som e other
> appointed admlnlsA AREY of Owl's
Final Account premice by Gerald U.
Ian
\A. VENNER. late of
ased. First Account
Uowance by Gilbert
itrator, d b.n.c.t.a.
F S. NOYES, late of
Seceascd.
First ahd
■esented for allowance
oper, executrix.
l. McManus, i»te
..-ed First nnd Final
•d for allowance by
as. Executrix.
E. CASE, late of
ed. First and Final
for allowance by
administrator.
*
3D G LAYR. late of
First and Final Acfor allowance by
administrator.
ICHE E JOHNSON,
rge. deceased. First
it presented, for allowUohnson, Executor.
TH A CRANE, late of
Petition for Ad.n.c.t.a., asking that
dry. of Rockland, or
lable person, be aplstrator,
d b n.c.t.a.,

Shade Cool Brims!
Stitched felt, young cloches, Chinese
influenced bretons, ruffled sailors
and lacy straws are just a few of our
ways of interpreting eye-shading
brims in summery headgear . . .

/'•

i

$2.98 to $7.50
Jersey Stripe Toppers and
Full

Pleated

Shorts

New White Bags
For Summer Loveliness

Are All The Rage
l

*• IPPANT AS A OULF STREAM BRIUf

Clearance Sale On

tRY E WILBUR. EsProbate Court for
lockland, Maine.

ISSK&jg?]

Straw Hand Bags

D SHIBLES. late Of
Petition for Con-essor Trustee, asking
eservey of Rockport.
Successor Trustee of
ln trust, under the
and benefit of DoroMeservey of Rcckport.
Miff or<J Meservey of

rCES BERNICE AMES
ven. deceased First
nt presented for allah (M. Drew, execu-

By K. S. F.

KooMid

Also

$1.59 To $2.98

X>N E WILLIAMSON
nd.. deceased
First
nt presented for al ,
ibeth Williamson, ad J

This And That

I have watched with particular in
terest the progress in artistic de
velopment cf Irene Dunne, the
charming movie actress. She came
to Rockland visiting relatives years
ago. who lived here at the time, and
I had the pleasure of being her host
ess on board a warship in the harbor
when my son. Commander Douglas
Fuller, was one of the lesser officers
in those early days of his career.
Irene was beautiful in those days
but not with the appeal she has to
day. I hope "The White Cliffs of
Mr and Mrs. Francis H Bick Dover” brings her to the Strand' as
ford of New York and Lincolnville it has Irene in all her fworthy pic
Beach, were in Rockland yesterday tures. She is one of my favorites.
e e • e
calling cn relatives. They plan to
Horace Hildreth of Cumberland
open their Summer heme the mid
is the forward candidate in the es
dle of this month.
timation of the thinking men in the
Lieut. Mildred Donahue, A N.C., Republicas party With a solid
of Camp Edwards, Mass., and Mrs. foundation of gcod judgment and
George Prescott of Camden, were clear ideas on needs' and abuses not
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. so easily found today and where
Willis H Anderson.
understanding procedure as to
money spending and ether vital
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor of works are needed. Senator Hil
Cambridge, Mass., spent the week dreth is sound in decisions. He
end and holiday as guests of the will be locking after iiterests in
former’s mother, Mrs. Edward Gonia every part of the State, not just in
at the Gonia cottage, Ash Point.
the part that may most turn to his
advantage.
Dr. Robert L. Allen of Baltimore,
e e e e
on a two weeks vacation, is visiting
Another mid-Western man of let
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hervey C.
ters
who delighted millions with his
Allen. Upon his return to Balti
homeliness
—his shrewdness
and
more, he will assume a new posi
his quiet charm of humor, has
tion, that cf resident surgeon at
passed away. George Ade was cne
Union Memorial Hospital, to which
of this country’s successful enter
he was recently appointed.
tainers in American traditions and
Mrs. Fred T. Spaulding and lovers of the vernacular. His dis
daughter Nancy, went recently to tinguished humor will be greately
Mattapan, Mass., to meet Ensign missed.
• e e «
Spaulding, who has just returned
Roadside sign near Concord, N.
from a trip to Russia. They were
acccmpanied by Mrs Spaulding’s H : By order of the district board,
sister. Miss Pauline Havener, who cows grazing by the roadside or
is wsiitng in Mattapan and with riding bicycles on the sidewalk is
her sister, Miss Dorothy Havener, hereby forbidden in this area.—
a student at the New England Con The Wall Street Journal.
• • * •
servatory of Music. Boston.
My heart fills with fear of the
Members of the Scribblers’ Club Nazi turning on the poison gas when
dined Monday night at the Copper they find matters are going strongly
Kettle. Those present were Mrs. against them. It has been said
Ethel Borgerscn. Mrs. Leah Fuller, they have it ready when needed.
• • • •
Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy, Mrs. Alice Karl,,
A brilliant meteor visible for
Mrs. Orissa Merritt and Mrs. E Carl
many
miles flashed over New Mex
Moran, Jr., of Rockland and Miss
ico
and;
exploded hear Amarillo
Grace Church and Mrs. Edna Dwi
Texas
the
night of May 20, leaving
nal Of Rockport.
white smoke in the air after the red
Browne Club will meet tonight ball of fire exploded.
• e e e
with Mrs. Ernest Crie, James street.
Gilbert of the famous partner
ship of Gilbert and Sullivan was
once taken to tSsk for using the
word “coyful” in one cf his libret
tos.
‘‘Have you ever heard of any
one being full of coy ” asked the
critic.
"No,” replied Gilbert, "but neither
* TRY ALL
did I ever hear of anyone being full
7 FLAMORS of bash.’’

$1.98 To $4.95

E L JONES of Thnmor License to Sell cersltuated ln Warren
and fully described in
fsented by Thelma F.

C BURPEE of Rock»r license to sell cer-ituated In Rcckland.
bed in said petition,
ink F Harding, guar-

A Thespian Banquet

FOR YOURSELF

$22.50 marked to $17.95
29.50
19.50
39.50
29.50
49.50
39.50

Ask for ULTRA LUMINALL, the watermixed
paint that gives you these
big advantages.

8xpello No.4
in ywwr llectrolnx Clnemr

Shorts.......... $1.39 to $3.98

Specially prepared fcr Electrolux
cleaner .. smaller crystals (No. 6) for
oth<4 cleaners and general use. Direc
tions on packages.

No.

New Dickey-Bra
To Wear With Shorts and Slacks

$1.00

(flMac/e Pain!

2 and 3-Piece Suits

Kill The Moths

Toppers... .$1.39 to $1.98

DISCOVER THIS

One coat covers
Dries in 40 minutes
No unpleasant odor
Economy of water mixing
Covers over wallpaper

ULTRA .
LUMfNALL
for Beauty and Econ
omy-plus extreme
woshabillty (even

Stands soot washing).

85c qt.; $3 gal.

4 or No 6

lib. .
Th >bs.
5 lbs. .

c

•
•
•
•
•

.

,69
1.39
2.39

H.H.CRIE&CO.
328 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

The generation growing into ma
turity will probably be fearless.
They should have outlived fear in
this war.
• • • •
The world’s 8,000.000 Methodists,
the Bishop said in Kansas City,
must rise up and demand an in
ternational organization which will
make another war impossible.
Bishcp Arthur Moore of Atlanta has
the heart’s wish of the world of
thinkers.
• • • *
At the recent meeting of editors
at their yearly get-together, they
were told, “The ouj£ chance for de
feat lies in disunity.” Disunity is
a dreadful word in any line of ac
tion. The Republican party may
well watch out for that word and
its full meaning.

Miss Dorothy Tibbetts, on vaca
tion from the Westinghouse Elec
tric & Manufacturing CoM at Bal
timore. was honor guest at a going
away party given recently by the
Chanticleer Club
She was pre- !
sented with a lovely pocket book
with travelling accessories and a
corsage of sweetheart rcses. Fifty
were in attendance. Miss Tibbetts
is typist in the X-ray department
and a student at the Peabody In
stitute of Music. Acccmpanied by
I Mrs. W. J MacPherson, she is now
visiting in Virginia and will leave
by plane for North Carolina to visit
Mrs MacPherson's son. Pfc. John
W. MacPherson. who is stationed at
Camp Lejeunne.
__
Miss Lois
I r.dsey left yester
day td visit a few days with Mr.
and Mrs Joseph Andralcuis ln New
York, before starting her cadet
nurse training at the Cambridge
Hospital, Cambridge. Mass., June 6

(More Personals on Fafe Sbo
R VINAL, Register

44 F-48

The Kiwanis Club

Smith Speaks On “The Living Hear A Comprehensive Story
Stage”—Principal Blaisdell
Of The Rockland Girl
Made Honorary Member
Scout Movement
Seated at tables arranged in the
form of a "T” members of the
Rockland High School troupe of
the National Thespian Society,
held a banquet at the Thorndike
Hotel Monday night. There were 42
members and eight guests present.
Those at the head table’ were:
Supt. and Mrs. Robert B. Lunt,
Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell, Miss
Relief Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. Allston
E. Smith, Mr and Mrs Joseph Em
ery, Sr„ anti officers of the society,
Raivan Welker .president; Richard
Stevens, vice president; Betty
Holmes, secretary; Christine New
hall, treasurer and Louise Veazie,
historian.
Seated at the foot of the long
table were the officers for 1944-1945;
Ernest Munro, president; Ervin
Woostei;, vice president; Sandra
Hallowell, sectary; Vance Nor
ton. Jr., treasurer and Betty Hemp
stead, historian.
Features of the event were the
conferring of honorary membership
on Principal Joseph E Blaisdell by
Allston E. Smith, regional director
and troupe sponsor; group singing
led by Gloria Witham, with Sandra
Hallowell at the piano; the roll call
with interesting responses signi
ficant of dramatic activities; the
historian’s report with a review of
the year’s events; and the Impres
sive induction of the new officers,
who took places at the head of the
table.
Decorations were of blue and gold,
with the Thespian insignia in the
background; blue and gold can
dles, and blue and gold place cards.
"The Living Stage” was the sub
ject of Allston E. Smith’s message
to the group. Following the ban
quet the group went to the tower
room at the Community Building,
which was decorated with the Thes
pian insignia and motto and col
ored streamers. There the group,
augmented by some 40 invited
guests, danced and played games.
Committees in charge of the
events were: Gloria Witham, chair
man of banquet, assisted by Vir
ginia Witham, Pauline Havener,
Fred E. Allen and Richard Stevens;
Ernest Munro, chairman of dance,
with Ruth Emery, Onni Kangas a\d
Douglas Curtis, music; Albert Have
ner, Ruth McMahcn, Richard Ste
vens and Georgia Stevens, refresh
ments; Betty Hempstead, Edith
Carr, Erviri Wooster and BenjaminShapiro, decorations and Vance
Norton^ Jr., Marie Berry and
Charles Seaman, entertainment.

William Dinsmore of Portland and
Fred E .Ingerson of Boston were
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Percy S. Dinsmore. Mr Ingerson is
one of the crew cf the hospital ship,
Chateau Thierry.
•

MAGICIANS—'Perform breakfast
magic with new cereal combination
—Post’s Raisin Bran Golden wheat
and bran flakes plus seedless raisins.
It’s new!—'Adv.

e e e e

I

ABETH C SPEAR.
deceased. Petition
n asking that Harold
kport, or some other
be appointed adminbond.
W FLANDERS, late
ceased
Petition for
isklng that Flora A.
eport. or some other
ae appointed admlnlsbond
N. late of Camden, depetttion for probate
hat the same may bfi
l'ed and letters testaAlden P Allen of
the executor named
bond.
RILEY of R.ckland.
l>n for administration
|rt M Riley of South
e other suitable prradonlnistrator with
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TONITE

CASH NITE
$625.00 In 2 Awards
On The Screen

Edmund Lowe

Rockland Kiwanians heard the
story of Rockland Girl Scouts at
meeting Monday night. Miss Pearl
E Bcrgerson, registrar of the Coun
cil, spoke first, bringing greetings
from the Council, and Mrs .Earle
C. Perry, deputy commissioner of
the Council, sketched briefly the
start cf Girl Scouts in England in
1909, where they are knewn as
Guides. The Scouts were first or
ganized in the United States in 1914
and now having a membership of
more thas a million.
The organization started in Rock
land with a lone troop of 48 mem
bers and at present there are 125,
with a waiting list. Activities, be
sides the regular meetings, have in
cluded an apple sale, a rummage
sale, the selling of more than 2000
boxes of cookies; furnishing of bas
kets of food at Thanksgving and
Christmas; a collection of $137 for
the Red Cross: the taking of books
from the public library to shut-ins;
assistance in the sale of pcppies for
the American Legion and the carry
ing of knitted goods for several
groups of workers an such garments.
There are 24 Senior Service
Scouts, who were represented at the
meeting by Janet Smith and Celia
Herrick. Miss Herrick is holder of
the curved bar, highest honor re
ceived when she was an intermedi
ate scout. Those from the group of
80 intermediate scouts were Cynthia
Knowlton, holder of the curved bar
and Earline Perry a first class scout.
The Brownie Troop of 21 was re
presented by Shirley Nelson and
Sally Cameron. Pledges were given
by each group and they sang their
songs, with Arthur F. \Lamb at the
piano.
Mrs. Perry was introduced by
Donald G Cummings, program
chairman, and the others were in
troduced by Mrs. Perry. The Girl
Scout Council is sponsored by the
Kiwanis and Rotary clubs. Presi
dent Alan Grossman presented the
Council with an American Flag his
personal gift, and Mr. Grossman
announced that Alexander B Wett
engel, member of the Kiwanis club,
is presenting the Council with a
troop flag.
A brief open forum followed at
which a regular place cf meeting,
exclusively for the troops, was dis
cussed.

A

Red

Cross

MRS. L. N. LITTLEHALE
Mary Luce Littlehale, 74, widow of
of Leslie N. Littlehale, who died 15
years ago, died Sunday at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Jesse Jones,
Jr., of Southbridge, Mass., following
a long illness.
Mrs. Littlehale was born in Rock
land daughter of John and Eliza
Luce Blagden and had made her
home here practically all her life.
She was a member of Piatt
Memorial Methodist Church, where
she was organist for a great many
years. At one time she was a sub
stitute teacher of Baraca Class of
the Methodist Church. Mrs Little
hale jvqs also a member, for many
years cf Wight Philharmonic So
ciety; Rubinstein Club, and The
Progressive Literary Club.
Survivors besides her daughter,
are: four grandchildlren, Jesse E
Jones, III, serving in the U.S. Navy
overseas;
twin granddaughters.
Mary Kathryn Jones and Margaret
Elizabeth Jones, and a third grand
daughter, Gwynneth Wheldon Jones
of Southbridge, and three cousins,
Mrs. George H Reed of Northport,
and St. Petersburg, Fla., Miss
Harriet C. Luce of Brookline, Mass,
and Edward Luce of Memphis, Tenn.
Services, conducted by Rev. Al
fred G Hempstead, were at the
residence. 18 Union street, yesterday
afternoon, and interment was ln
Achorn cemetary.
Bearers were Fred L. Linekin,
Ralph U. Clark. Leroy A. Chatto
and Jesse E. Jones, Jr.

did my part and I tarn proud of you
as I hope you 'are of me.”
Come in and help—it's hot work—
but Christian helpfulness. Churches
could1 be doing more to urge this
vital 'work.
K S. F.
Mrs. Frank W. Fuller is enter
taining her contract club today at
her home on Talbot avenue.

TODAY' A SATURDAY

MARIA MONTEZ
JON KAIL SABU

(0MA
WOMAN

Urge

recHtncolor

More Workers Vitally Need
ed In Surgical Dressings
Department
The North Atlantic Area is to
have 287.400 dressings that must be
finished and cn the way by Sept.
1. Many women should be working
who are not—even some mothers of
sons in the service are not seen
about these surgical dressings tables.
Of course this is not for the faithful
; few who have gone through storms
I and stress of Winter cold and ioy■ ally w-orked. It is for the card
playing, easy-going thoughtless who
could give their time to this importan work, but just fail to feel the
vital need and the urge to help out.
Knox County has many women
and girls (who can fpend a few
hours each week if they think about
it as a vital need at the Red Cress
Surgical Dressings rooms. When
the boys come home they will want
to look them in the face and say I

w,ih EDGAR BARRIER
toii Collier
Moroni Olsen

Mory Nosh
Samuel S. Hinds ,

LON CHANEY___
On The Same Trogram

The War Department
...

Distributed by Paramount Picturts Ik.
SUN.-MON.-TUEfe

Note Time Of Shows
SUN. 3:15. 6:00. 8:30
MON. A TUES 2, 6:25, 8:30

In

“GIRL IN THE CASE”
Comedy-Serial-Shorts
SATURDAY

“COWBOY CANTEEN”
A Western Musical
And
FRANK BUCK’S

“TIGER FANGS”
SUN.-MON.-TUES.

fascinating^
drama
]

PARK
■ ROCKLAND IB
TODAY A SATURDAY
WILLIAM BOYD
—IN—

rJVl

“Mystery Man”
Also Chap. No. 7 "Capt. Ameri?a’’
Shorts—News

SUNDAY-MONDAY

iff
itorring

GLORIA JEAN
EVELYN ANKERS
PATRIC KNOWLES
WALTER CATLETT
MARJORIE WEAVER

DENNIS

IRENE

MORGAN-MANNING
8RUCECABOT GENE LOCKHART

Shorts—News

—SUNDAY SHOWS—
3:60, 4:45, 6:45, 8:45

V

Tuesday-Frida?
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Word From Cheyenne

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

ALL ARE HEROES—ALL WERE SCOUTS
_______________

By Margaret Chase Smith

SERMONETTE
Hearts of Men

At Atlantic City the North
ern Baptist Convention, by wise
and co-operating effort, post
poned and probably averted the
most serious division in the his
tory of this great denomination
in preventing the creation of a
Second (Northern Baptist Mis
sionary Society.
There liave been serious faults
on both sides of this controversy
The Atlantic City meeting took
broad and patriotic action—the
appeal 'to the hearts of the dele
gates that in the midst of a great
war. when all the world was
demanding co-cperative work,
was not time for a divided de
nomination, met with a Chris
tian response A committee was
appointed, consisting of three
fundamentalists, three liberals
and tliree other members , to
work out a fair and just adjust
ment this coming year
The great Presbyterian Church
in assembly said of its position
in regard to World War Tl that
“We are of good conscience tliat
our Cause 'is in line with His
righteousness.”
They produced some interest
ing figures In the past 16 years
the population of the United
States has increased 14 percent.
The Presbyterian Church has
increased 5 per cent in that
period; Baptist, 06 per cent;
Lutherans, 27 per cent Homan
Catholics, 23 per cent; Metho
dists, 19 percent; (Episcopalians,
12 percent; and all the Presbyerlan bodies, 9 per cent.
The Pre by ter lan Church has
fltl pastors now chaplains in the
armed services iiu tiie United
States.
Truly "God is sifting out the
hearts ofl men before His judg
ment seat.”
William A. Holman
Sunday at the Littlefield' Memo
rial Baptist Church, the pasver
F.ev. Charles A. Marstaller, will use
for he subject of his sermon at
10 30, “The Fascination and At
tractiveness o! the Unknown.” Spe
cial music will include a selection
by the choir. Sunday School fol
lows at 1146 w;ith classes for all
ages Young People's (Meeting at 6
o’clock. At the 7.15 service the pas
tor WiU speak on “The Pathway to
Permanency." The choir will sing
and Communion will be observed
(Mid-week iPrayer and Praise service
Tuesday night at 7 30
• • • •
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church, Rev A G Hempstead, pas
tor, Communion Services
at
10.45 a. m. At the same hour Mis
Helen Lawrence will conduct the
Nursery Class for small children,
-’hurch school will be held at noon
Youth Fellowship wUl meet at 6
o’clock. The Boy Scouts wiill meet
on Monday at 7.30 p. m. Tuesday
the prayer meeting will be held at
7 30 p. m Wednesday the Woman’s
Society of Christian Service will
hold the regular business meeting
at 5 p in. The Circle Supper will
be served at 6 p in., Mrs. Fllura
Hamlin, chairman.
• • • •
Communion Sunday at the First
Baptist Church will begin with the
prayer meeting at 10 15 for men in
the pastor’s study and for women
in the vestry. The morning serv
ice wiU open at 10 30 and preceding
the communion service the pastor.
Rev. J Charlies MacDonald, will
speak on "A Sung in the Night.”
The Church School will be held at
noon with classes for Bible study
for those of all ages. At 6 the

WELL, WHAT

1

Christian Endeavor Society’s meet
ing for all young people will be led
by Gerald Bradley with the topic,
“Being a Christian Wherever You
Are ” Hymn singing will open the
evening service at 7 15, and Mr.
MacDonald's message will be on the
subject, ’Behold the Birds of the
Air.”
• • • •
Morning worship at the Univer
salist Church at 1040 when “Good
Reputation As Security’’ wiU be
the subject of Dr. Lcwe’s sermon
Soloist, Miss Lotte McLaughlin
The nursery department for younger
children meets in the Children’s
room during the service of worship.
There will be a brief parish meeting
after the service to act on a mat
ter of importance. The Church
School will meet at noon.
. • • •
In the United Episcopal Parish
of St. Peter, St. John and St.
George, the R;-v. E O. Kenyon, rec
tor, the sehvices for Trinity Sunday:
Holy Communion at St. John’s
Church, Thomaston at 8 a. m.; Holy
Eucharist and sermon at St Peter’s
at 9 30; Vespers at St George’s will
be emitted this week. At 4 p. m ,
the Jubilee celebration of the Con
firmation Class of 1893-94 will be
gin at Evenson, and the Benedic
tion of several gifts to the parish.
This will be followed by a parish
supper at which the Rev Fr. Robert
Sweetser ef St Michael’s Church,
Auburn will be the speaker. The
day will close with devotions In the
church. There will be a daily Mass
at 7.30 except on Monday and Sat
urday. On Thursday it is the Feast
of Corpus Christi and in addition
to the Mass there will be Eucharis
tic Devotions in the evening at 7 30
• • • •
"Gcd the Only Gause and Cre
ator” is the subject of the LessonSermon that will toe read in all
Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Sifnday, June 4.
The Golden Text is: “He is the
former of all things, and Israel is
the rod of his inheritance: The
Lord of hosts is his name” (Jeremiah
10: 16). The citations from the
Bible include the following pas
sages: “Thus saith the (Lord, the
King of Israel, and his redeemer the
Ixird of hosts; I am the first, and I
am the last: and beside me there is
no God” (Isaiah 44: 6).
• * • *
The Lion and the Lamb will be the
subject cf sermos by Rev. Roy A.
Welker at the
Congregational
Church Sunday morning at 1045.
Communion service will be post
poned until early In July. Church
school will be at 10 a m., and Comlades of the Way will meet at 6 30
p m.

SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Jennie Harvey of Rockland
has been recent guest of Mrs. Ada
Spear.
Mr. and (Mis Percy Lermond of
Jefferson were visitors Sunday at
George Lermond s.
Mrs. Edna Barrett left Friday for
Olassville, N. B.. called by the Illness
cf her father.
C. E. (Overlook has bought a cot
tage at Jefferson Lake.
Njws has been received of the
death May 29 of Alice (Wall) wife
of Charles Jordan. Services were
held at the home in Brunswick, the
body taken to Boston for cremation

WEST WALDOBORO

Harlow Genthner has been con
fined to his home by illness
Mrs. Arnold Standish was guest
the past week of Grace Cotton in
Nobleboro.
Mrs. Hattie Prior of Friendship
visited Thursday with Mrs. Aaron
Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Peterson of
Andover, Mass., were at their home

TURN ON FRED ALLEN
9.30 P.M.
OVER WGAN/

The Family Hour—5:00 p.m.

William I. Shirer—740 p.m.

America In the Air—feSO p.m.

Slav tuned to

WGAN
CCA

DAY and
NIGHT

A=5=

UUU

ON YOUR
DIAL

Radio Reader’s Digest—940 pun.

’MAINE’S VOICE of
FRIENDLY SERVICE”

EDWARD II O'HARE GEORGE E. SCHAETZEL
Lieut. U. S. Navy
Capt. LI. S. Air Corps

JOHN D. BULKELEY
Lt.-COMDR. U. S. Navy

JOSEPH LOCKARD
Lieut. U. S. Army

BOYD D. WAGNER
Lt.-Col. U. S. Army

LEIF ANDREWS
Major, U. S. Air Corps

GEO. S. WELCH
Lieut. U. S. Army

JOHN S. THACH
Lt.-Comdr. U, S. Navy

Eight men tried and true! These men typify the high character and morale of which heroes are
made. They are among the many thousands in our armed forces, who in their youth, had Scout
training. Today, more than ever, these qualities are recognized by military leaders as essentials of
a good soldier. A campaign will be conducted in the 'Rockland DCtrict June 5th to June 10th to
raise funds to finance the work of scouting here. The quota is $750 and Lendon C. Jackson Jr., Knox
County Trust Co., is the treasurer.
(This space donated by General Ice Cream Corp.)

“Eat More

Eggs”

Says The National Defense
Committee—Contain Vita
mins, Etc., Stc.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Aagesen and
Mrs. John Little of Greenwood,
Mass , are at the Aagesen cottage
on Spruce Head Island. Mrs. Aaegesen and Mrs. Little will remain
through June.

How the increased egg-production
Mr. and (Mrs. Arthur Thomas of
Oakland
were week-end guests of
goal may toe handled is described
by the National Poultry Defense Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton.
Mr and Mrs. L. R. Tinney arrived
Committee. It can be done best,
here Monday from Quincy, Mass.,
says the committee, if housewives and will occupy their cottage, Lind
take full advantage of the present enhurst, for several months.
Mr. and (Mrs. L. K. Reed of Bel
egg surplus and plan more menus
mont,
Mass., were week-end guests
calling for greater use of eggs, thus
of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Reed at their
encouraging farmers to maintain cottage on Spruce Head Island.
high production, declared Committe
Mrs. Whitney Wheeler has ar
Secretary Leon Todd.
rived from Pensacola. Fla., and
In urging poultrymen to meet i opened her cottage, her week-end
the 1944 quota, Todd pointed out guest being Mrs Marjorie Dolly of
the current egg abundance may be Augusta. Lt. Wheeler will join Mrs.
followed by a serious shortage if Wheeler shortly for a furlough.
farmers liquidate some of their lay
Mrs. Millkge Spinney and son
ing flocks because of inability to Fred of Aliston, Mass., and Burton
dispose of eggs at profitable prices E. Thompson of Cambridge, Mass.,
now
were guests the past week of Mr.
An aid to producers is the con and Mrs. W W Godfrey. Carl God
certed effort of distributors to keep frey was overnight guest Sunday,
the supply of eggs flowing steadily joining his ship Monday in Bath.
into consume? channels as a nu
Mrs. Jennie Cleveland of Camden
tritious wartime food, Todd said, has opened her Summer home here
adding that aggressive merchand and Mrs. Carrie McLeod is staying
ising has thus proved an important with her for the present.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dodge and
factor in increasing egg consumption
"For Instance,” he asserted, records Mr. and Mrs. Milton Sturgis of New
of the A & P Food Stores, one of ton Highlands have opened their
the larger purchasers of Maine eggs Summer home on Spruce Head
show Ahis company bought 1,093,051 Island and will occupy it until Fall.
dozen eggs in the state last year,
topping their 1942 purchases by
WASHINGTON
nearly 10 percent and paying Maine
IMr. and Mrs. E. C. Jones whose
producers $58 201 more than during home was recently destroyed by fire
the previous year ”
have bought the house of Mr. and
Even greater co-operation by Mrs Mahlon Turner and will move
distributors and consumers is needed there at an early date.
Mrs. Carl Pcwell and daughter
new, the poultry official said, to
Dale,
arrived home Wednesday from
assure farmers a profitable market
Augusta
Hospital.
for their surplus production during
Those
from here who attended
the next few weeks and thus insure
the
Grand
Chapter of Eastern Star
that a feast will not be followed by
in
Lewiston
recently, were: Mr.
a famine. “Each of us can help,” he
and
Mrs.
George
Ames, Frances
concluded, > "by eating more eggs
during this period Remember they Crocker, iNellie Crooker, Mr. and
are a ’whole’ food complete with Mrs. Fred L. Ludwig, Phyllis Lenproteins, essential vitamins, fats fest, Rosetta Sidelinger and Clara
Overlock of Pond-du-lac Chapter.
and minerals.”
The fourth annual service, spon
sored
toy the Hodge School will be
here the past week.
held in the Stickney Corner Chapel
Mrs. Frank Waltz of Rockland
Sunday, at 10:36 A. M„ under the
aas recent guest of Mrs. Allie Waltz.
leadership of Miss Hazel N. Lane
T. Sgt. Walter Kaler, Jr., who
of the Knox County Association for
was stationed at Seattle, Wash., has
Rural Religious Education. The
been passing a furlough with his
West Washington School will hold
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kaler.
its third annual service at the West
He returned Tuesday to^Maryland.
Washington Chapel, Sunday at
Mrs. Reuben McCourt of Cam
10:30 A. M., with Miss Lane as
bridge. Mass., is visiting her parents
leader. This chapel has had exten
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaler.
sive repairs in the last year.
Mrs. Oscar Demuth of Worcester,
Mass., has been guest of Mrs. Viola
The Commodity Credit Corpora
Kuhn and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
tion is the farmers’ guarantee
Sheffield.
«(r
against post-war disaster.
Miss Estelle Eugley spent the past
week with her sister, Mrs. Arlene
ANSWER TO
McFarland in New Harbor.
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
Walter Stover U^N and Mrs.
Stover of (Boothbay were recent
tclH'OiRlcT
AM
visitors at the home of Mrs. Fannie
ne
Waltz.
AN iGlClJAlRiRiEl S
3
Rj^PJR
MEH
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield,
iO.R'R
Mrs. Viola Kuhn and Mrs. Harlow
aaaiaa
Genthner were visitors Tuesday in
IDIElAi
Bath.
‘
IL7R S?S;Sl
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merchant of
OCR
AK
SQ
Bath and sp# ..Carl, Mrs. Emily
HE3H
Etheridge and Miss Shirley Ethe
NN
BBS
ridge of Round Pond visited Sunday
N
aasiaan
with Mrs. Lilia Standish and Mr.
a anera
N
SV
and Mrs. Arnold Standish.

TENANT’S HARBOR
; Miss Alvalene Pierson of New York
i spent the holiday week-end with
her parents. Miss Pierson is em
ployed at the Rockefeller Research
Laboratories.
Mis Marguerite Wood was home

from Augusta fcr the holiday.
Rev. and Mrs. (Horace Holt of
Rockport and daughter Mrs. Ade
laide Sawyer of Camden were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Montfort
Hupper.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hupper and
family of New York arrived Satur
day at their cottage. The family
will remain for the Summer.
MT. and Mrs. Walter Bay and
Alvin Hurd were dinner guests Mon
day of Mr. and Mrs Herbert Pierson.
Mrs. Roy Shalley is visiting her
parents for a few days. Mr. Smal
ley returned Monday to Massachu
setts.
Mr. and Mrs. William Thompson
of Portland are enjoying a few days
at their new house. Herbert Pier
son is doing the work on the house.

Washington’ May 31—Everv mem
ber of the Hou-e who *as presen',
when the vote was taken on the
OI soldiers rig.it; hill, voted for ;t.
It went to conference and will prob
ably be in the hands of the Presi
dent by’the time you read this
Both House anl Senate bin; seek
’.he same objective—to help our re
turning veterans adjust to civilian
life again and eas? as far as pos
sible the sacrifices they hav? made
foi us in tluur war service.
The Navy Department’s Bureau
of Naval Personnel tells me that
the number of appointments of
officers and officer candidates from
civilian life will be decreased from
now on. The Navy program cf pro
curing officers from civilian life
rapidly reaching completion and by
Fall virtually all needed from civil
ian sources will have been secured.
Except for persons with special
qualifications, such as physicians,
chaplains, Waves, etc., the Navy will
obtain its officers through advance
ment of qualified enlisted personnel
in addition, of course, to Naval
Academy graduates.
The Navy has been expanding its
appointments from qualified en
listed personnel for some time and
has carried on extensive training
programs, including the V-12 Navy
College program. Two-thirds of the
students who will enter the next
V-12 classes are men who have
served In an enlisted status on ac
tive duty.
To constituents in the Service,
and their families who inquire about
the V-12 program, I am replying
that first inquiry should be made
through the Commanding Officer,
or by letter to the Chief of Navy
Personnel, through the Command
ing Officer
Later, on reaching
home base, an application can be
filed.
I was so disturbed by the apparent
belief of many people that the tem
porary relaxation of food rations
meant that we do not need to worry
about food production, that I asked
the various war food agencies of the
Government if Victory gardens and
home canning programs are still
necessary.
. They have replied that they cer
tainly are. We have not “won the
waj” by any means. We do not
know what demands will be made
on us. Victory gardens and home
canning programs relieve the trans
portation system which will be
jammed with war traffic in the
coming months, and there may be
unforeseen shortages.
Everybody
having to do with food urges more
and larger gardens this year and
more canning.
Pressure cookers will not be ra
tioned this year but they are, how

ever. being distributed according to
the needs in the various sections of
the country—that is, the South has
been getting them for the last few
weeks. The manufacturers are per
mitted to send them to retail stores
department stores, and mall order
houses as it comes time to use them.
It is suggested that those desiring
them place their orders early for
delivery at the proper time .
From a Labor Union in Maine
comes at copy of resolution adopted
by that body, urging Congress to
install broadcasting machinery so
that the people may have full and
first hand Information as to what
goes on in Congress. Affairs of Con
gress and government are vital to
every citizen and no present method
exists to give the people the full
information the letter says.
Proceedings of Congress are print
ed each day in the Congressional
Record, of course, but I shall present
this resolution to appropriate offi
cials here for their consideration.
When Maine Sea and Shore Fish
eries Commissioner Greenleaf trans
mitted to me complaints of Maine
fishermen that ceiling prices for
groundfish are too low, I took this
up with OPA Administrator Chester
Bowles who replied that when fish
ermen receive Table A prices they
are in at least as favorable a posi
tion as producers in other Indust
ries. (If Table B prices are being
paid to fishermen, as has been alleg
ed. this is clearly an evasion, Mr.
Bowles said, and under OPA inter
pretations, ceiling prices for fish
must be no lewer than the average
1941 prices. OPA used the averages
of 1942 in its determinations and
the seventy percent increase in the
New England area in fish prices for
1942 and 1941 should provide for
increased expenses, he said.
It appears that Fishermen of
Eastern Maine are privileged to
market their fish as they did in 1942
and therefore are in no way penal
ized. On the contrary, they may be
in a slightly more advantageous
position. They are now allowed a
boxing charge which they formerly
absorbed. Should they sell to a
nearby wrolesaler they would save
transportation charges to either
Boston or New York. The average
OPA prices are based primarily on
prices fishermen received in the
Boston market. Eastern Maine
fishermen customarily shipped their
goods to market, absorbed all the
costs and were further charged a
sales commission.

Ralph Smith’s Tribute To
Frank Magee—An Old
Schoolhouse
*
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 26

Editor of The Black Cat:—

I was much impressed on the item
you wrote for the Black Cat con
cerning the late Frank Magee,
knowing the family as I have since
boyhood. It was Frank who had
more to do with my future than
any other person, as in 1910, 1 took
his advice, andi went West to a point
near where he was domiciled in the
Post Office Inspection (Service. His \
early passing was regretted by all ’
who knew him tn the West, as well
as in (Knox County.
A few issues ago there appeared
a list of Rcckland school buildings,
and I would like to know why Mr
Bird (left out one probably older
than any of the others—the High
land (School. I am quite .sure that
my father started in that buildingin the early 184Oies. Could any
one venture a statement as to just
when this school was opened.
A splendid Job is being done here
in outfitting the B-17 Flying Fort
ress, the 5000th otf which has late
ly arrived here. I wish you could , *
see this set-up necessary to convtrt.these bombers. Work Is goingon now to lengthen the runways to
accommodate the new and larger
B -29's, and when completed my
house will 'be just 700 feet from the
end of the North-South, runway,
and When the wind is in either of
these directions, the ships are so
low that we can look right into the
“greenhouse.”
Ralph H Smith

ALWAYS THE BEST

Three Crow Brand

EXTRACTS
SPICES
CREAM TARTAR
AND SODA
TOP QUALITY
LOWEST PRICES

Sold by All Independent
Retailers

Our army has practically reached
its goal of 7.7CO.OOO men. and the
Navy and Marine Corps are ex
pected to be at their combined lull
strength of 3,600.000 in the very
near future

Distributed by

JOHN BIRD CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
44F60

ROCKVILLE
Memorial Day exercises were held
at the Baptist Church Sunday mom
ing following those observing the
day at West Rockport Both ceme
teries were visited with the Camden
Band playing a selection, then
exercises were carriedi out at the
church. Mrs. C. Vaughn Overman
gave a fine address, the congrega
tion joined in patriotic songs, and
the band played as the audience
went out. The service was well
attended and the excellent music
by the Catnden Band was appreciat
ed. E. Stewart Oberton had charge
of the exercises.
.Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hallowell
went Thursday to Boston. ^Slr.
Hallowell will enter Pratt (Diag
nostic Hospital for examination.
He has been ill and unable to con
tinue work at Bath Iron Works for
several weeks.
Miss Jeanette Hcpkins and friend
Miss Marjory Driscoll of Augusta
were week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs Merton Anthony.
Mrs. Electa Hopkins returned
Tuesday from a weeks visit with
friends in Port Clyde.
Lewis Leighton is employed in
the Edwards Cotton Mill in Augus
ta.
William Frye is on a weeks’ va
cation from Bath Iron Works'.
Rev. and Mrs. Philip Tolman of
Portland were here on business and
called on acquaintances Wednesday.

NEVER OFSET
AN UPSET
STOMACH

1

B

Don’t add to tho upset with over
doses of antacids or harsh physics.
Be gentle with your stomach. PXPTObismol helps to calm and soothe it.
Pleasant to the taste—children liko
it. Ask your druggist for PEPTO-BIS
MOL* when your stomach is upset.
•T.Sf MOSFtlM

J
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w,hether your favorite sport is base

It’s not just by accident that our

ball or football, professional wrestling

section on sports is so universally

or amateur bowling, you can be sure

popular. Not only do we keep our own

that when you turn to the sports pages

staff of sports experts, photographers,

of our papers, you’ll find a colorful,

aud columnists on the jump, hut we

of

also print the complete story on out-of-

whatever event most interests you.

town games — state and national —

Fans tell us that the stories our sports

as received from the wires of both the

reporters write make every copy of our

Associated and United Press, and our

paper as exciting as watching a game

local correspondents.

accurate,

play-by-play

account

from behind third base.
And, of course, these regular features :

f ‘9

News Services: United Press, Associated Press, Associated Press Wire-photos,
NEA-Acme Newspictures, Press Herald Washington News Bureau; Six Famous
Columnists; Complete Coverage of Local News; Popular Comics and Cartoons;
Authoritative Editorials; Sports Pages; Society News; Theatre News; Home

making Suggestions; Financial News.

Portland press jleralb

PORTLAND EVENING EXPRESS
Portland Sunday telegram

A

